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DONZEN THAKURI 

 

TITLE OF COVER PIC 

COVID TIMES 

ARTIST PROFILE ART PERSPECTIVE 

Date Of Birth: 23/051988 

Donzen Thakuri is a Nepal-born artist based in New York 

City. He worked with various artists in Nepal with many 

Exhibitions, Shows, Workshops and Meetups. 

He started painting when he was 12 years old, in the middle 

class at Christian foundation school/hostel. 

His arts are inspired mural and semi-abstract. He likes in-

depth storytelling and expression of life through his works. 
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His works are appraised by many people in Nepal as well as 

in New York City. 

ART PERSPECTIVE 

The picture should be more creatively joyful, and I like to 

create my own depth of storytelling in different matters of 

silences and expressions of life. 

POKHARA – NEPAL 

October 2013 to January 2018 

• Developed & delivered art pieces to clients as per the 

order specification 

• Created various forms of paintings such as landscapes, 

surrealism, contemporary, expression, 

Story drama, portraits to be displayed in a local 

establishment 

• Created wall & ceiling artwork at various hotels, 

restaurants, offices, and other establishments as per 

their theme 

• Produced creative artwork masterpieces on social media 

accounts 

http://www.touchtalent.com/artist/397737/donzen-

thakuri 

http://www.touchtalent.com/artist/397737/donzen-thakuri
http://www.touchtalent.com/artist/397737/donzen-thakuri
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EXHIBITIONS 

Fine Artist and Project for Mural Artworks on wall painting. 

National & International group of Fine Art 

December 2011 to December 2015 

Holiday season) 

• Exhibited my paintings at the National & International 

group of Fine Art exhibition shown at Children 

Memorial park, lakeside Pokhara during a street festival, 

Pokhara, Nepal 

Four Artist Exhibitions (one of the Sole Artist) 

National & International group of Fine Art 

July 2011 to 2012 

Pokhara, Nepal 

07/06/2011 • Four Artist Exhibitions (one of the sole 

artists) Took part in the Artist exhibition with 3 of my fellow 

co-artist. 
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SKILLS 

• Self-Starter 

• Technical skills such as painting, sculpting, and drawing 

• Creative 

• my arts are the expression of reality & imagination 

• Adobe Illustrator, photoshop 

• Project of Mural Artwork’s painting on the wall or any 

spaces. 

• Years of experience: canvas & wall painting 

• Illustration 

• Social Media Management 

• Graphic Design 

• Logo Design 
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ABOUT GLOMAG 
GloMag is the coming together of writers in their diverse 
manifestations, thoughts, and expressions, and the visual 
interpretation of these. Sometimes the original thought of 
the writer gets completely lost in the interpretations. Visual 
aids help us to decipher the writer's intentions, and at the 
same time, enhance the reading experience. Perhaps you 
are sitting in solitude beneath a bough, besides a lake, and 
you turn the pages. The thoughts capture you, time stands 
still, and you become engrossed, oblivious to anything but 
these beautiful writings, expressions, and pictures. Your 
soul dances in ecstasy, participates in a cosmic experience, 
it sways and chants. Somewhere someone is telling you 
about duality, someone tells you about a forlorn house 
without music, someone shows you how to love, and 
someone raises questions about existence itself.  
And when you come to, the world is still there, the lake is 
still there, the birds are chirping, shadows have lengthened. 
Nothing feels the same! You are not the same! You get up 
reluctantly. It's time to go home. 
 ~ Glory Sasikala 
The copyrights of the works in this book vests with the 
individual authors. Prior written permission is required to 
reproduce any part of the magazine. 
© All rights reserved. 2021 
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BOOKS OF THE MONTH 

Tangled Lights 

& 

The Standing Dead 

By Brian Mackenzie 

 

LINKS: 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/50620171-

tangled-light 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/55787524-the-

standing-dead 

 

 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/50620171-tangled-light
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/50620171-tangled-light
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/55787524-the-standing-dead
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/55787524-the-standing-dead
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REVIEW BY GLORY SASIKALA 

I received these two books from Brian some months back. I 

was taken aback that he had actually taken the pains to 

send them to me (India) all the way from Europe. But I'm so 

glad he did! I've gotten to read some really beautiful poetry 

and I love that! Thank you Brian! 

First, there’s the cover. Brian has the deepest respect for 

his brother-in-law, Mike Hurry, as a photographer. I think 

all his poems are accompanied by brilliant work from 

behind the lens by Mike. There's a thank you note to Mike 

Hurry in each book. In 'Tangled Light' it says, “Thanks to 

Mike Hurry for his fabulous picture that I used for the front 

cover. It was taken in Reelig Glen, Moniack near Iverness in 

Scotland.” 

In ‘The Standing Dead’ it says “Thanks to Mike Hurry for his 

brilliant picture of a Scottish thistle refusing to go.” 

Both books also have dedications. 

TANGLED LIGHTS 

I read through 'Tangled Lights' first. What struck me was 

how sing-song each poem was, made so by a chorus-like 

repetition of stanzas.  
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I’m lost in the ocean 

the wind is the law 

body bleached and ravished 

my hands are raw 

.... 

I’m lost in the jungle 

it's humid and hot 

blood drained by mosquitoes 

my feet they rot 

**************** 

we are high in the mountains 

near Peira Cava 

she is the girl 

i want to spend my time with 

she is the girl I love. 

.... 

we were high in the mountains 

near Peira Cava 
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she is the girl 

I want to spend my time with 

she is the girl I love. 

I actually felt lethargic and depressed and wondering how 

all-consuming despair can be wrapped up so well in words? 

this fog creeps under my door 

into my room 

and soon 

I'm surrounded by gloom 

it goes into my mouth 

my nose, my ears 

into my brain 

clouds my thoughts 

clouds my eyes 

clouds my fears 
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There's one about the Fuhrer and his rose-tinted promises 

that caught my eye: 

I saw my man 

through rose tinted glasses 

in his black uniform 

he looked like god. 

 

the silver skull 

shone like fire 

death and destruction  

burning our land. 

Some poems about soldiers caught my eyes too: 

where go all our soldier boys 

they're on the way to fight a war 

they march with rifles 

to shoot and kill 

some won't come home... 
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Just when I felt like creeping under the bed, completely 

depressed, hey presto! Here’s a poem that lifts the heart 

like no other! The most beautiful and relaxing Sunday with 

his dog: One Sunday Morning! 

I can smell bacon 

from a little cafe 

I order a sarnie 

my dog getting half 

.... 

It's one Sunday morning 

you feel you're alive 

this world can be good 

a place to thrive 

My most favourite poem in this collection is 'A Son's Father: 

oh! Father I know you said 

I should have done more at school 

or I could end up just like you 

doing a job that just sees you through. 
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but Father you haven't done that bad 

you don't owe a penny to any man 

and no man owes to you 

THE STANDING DEAD 

A myriad of emotions and experiences through both books; 

on a lighter note, this one. The sea is everywhere, never the 

same but deeply loved as only a Sea Man can love it. 

hidden cove 

with sandy beach 

sea washing clean 

the shore 

you find a quiet spot to sit 

watch the world go by 

 

with a cool cerveza and a sea view. 
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There's no sailor who doesn't know how to woo a lady is 

there?  

If you say 

that I don't love you 

then you know nothing 

about the moon and the stars 

if you say 

that I don't care 

then you know nothing 

about hearts and flowers 

Some introspection and regrets, a wish to turn back the 

clock, and if only that could be done... 

If I could go back in time 

if it was possible that I could 

I would search through my wreckage 

collect all the pieces and make it good. 
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But Life isn’t all about regrets. It’s not about all about goals 

and achieving and relationship. It’s also about the little 

things…the simple abundance that is given so freely... 

you feel you're alive 

can you feel the rain 

the wind on your face? 

And a good friend to share Life with, is all I ask. Gratitude 

that I have found one... 

I thank you deeply 

my old friend 

so one last glass 

and you're gone forever 

thanks again my dear old friend 

Running right through both books is this thread of Love and 

Betrayal. They mean it when they say Love is blind. Your 

poor rose-tinted glasses!! 

It's funny 

how friends are aware 

that her love 
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they can see 

Is just not there 

 

you don't see the signs 

when you're in love 

you don't see it's over 

when you're in love 

How can a Scot write, think, feel, be, without wondering 

about the Loch Ness Monster? 

dark and deep mysterious Loch Ness 

what are the secrets that you keep? 

is the monster lurking there 

ready to come from the deep 

Ah, well, to drown it all, the good, bad, ugly and 

mysterious, the leader and the soldiers, the sailor and his 

women, the little things and the big things...to drown it all 

in a glass of wine...on a rainy day, 'cause it don't rain in the 

pool bar: 

I'm on that count down 

heading to the bar soon 
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the clouds roll in  

the torrential rain 

it's monsoon 

 

but I don't care 

I'll get in my round 

it don't rain in the pool bar 

it don't rain in the Rose and Crown 

******************* 
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MORNING BEFORE HOGG MARKET 

I reach before Elite  

Squeezing waves of early rays 

But where is my friend I ask   

And wait for her infinite eyes. 

 

Waiting is endless,  

From a Bihari bhai I take tea 

From an Odiya a paan. 
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Dogs lazily stretch at street sides, 

Crows cawing on cables overhead, 

Green coconuts, bananas, shoes, 

Clothes, cosmetics, taxi drivers,  

Eateries ink my eyes. Hogg market  

Waving at a distance. 

 

Where are the hogs, Stuart Hogg? 

I amusingly ask. 

Only birds are butchered, 

A basti maa feeding her flesh open, 

Unaware of thousands of hungry eyes. 
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Abu Siddik: I am a writer, residing in Berhampore, 

Murshidabad, India. I work as Assistant Professor. I have 

contributed to various e-journals and anthologies. I have 

also published six books. Website: www.abusiddik.com 
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DEAD-EYE  

In my lawn, I breathe 

in a memory; 

 

That wanes through 

my skin; 

 

Figures my subtle  

notions of yore; 
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But often in it,  

a grip of haze  

yanks my verve from  

Humor to tragedy. 

 

Mincing my each 

Piece of body by  

pins it does have. 

 

Life quiet strives to  

fade it more; 

 

However, the notions 

Of yore, 

Still make me bored. 
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Adnan Shafi: I am a poet, writer, columnist, translator, 

Ghazal writer, motivational speaker, blogger, and reviewer 

from Tral Kashmir (J and K). I have contributed my poems 

to various reputed magazines, journals. I have also 

published my poetry book ‘Tears fall in my heart’. Recently, 

I have been awarded by Gujurat Sahitya Academic. 

Furthermore, I am the co-author of many international 

anthologies. 
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SUICIDE NOTE FROM A TARNISH MINDSET 

The eyes of death are pursuing me every day   

The hangman’s knot is paining me continually  

I failed when I wanted to shine by the sunshine  

I failed when I wanted to die by the torn branches. 

 

I sacrificed to watch you choosing him over me 

Since then, I act as an ordinary individual and a 

sad, low self-esteem, alive with a shattered heart  

I tried to escape from you but your scent didn't flee  
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I periodically feel I am a suicide not from a tarnish mindset 

Wishing to die with bloodstains and tears from murders, I   

-will feel the peace like the moments when I am free of my  

slavery career, I wonder if you are the emperor the flowers. 

 

 Will you love me if I will be a lion among wounded men? 

My dream is genuine to have you as a guest of honour  

to have you in a blooming dream, where I sob my suffers  

-away, and cry for farewell life to reach out to your lips. 
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Ahmad Al-Khatat: Ahmad Al-Khatat was born in Baghdad, 

Iraq. His work has appeared in print and online journals 

globally and he has poems translated into several 

languages. He has been nominated for Best of the Net 

2018. He is the author of The Bleeding Heart Poet, Love On 

The War’s Frontline, Gas Chamber, Wounds from Iraq, 

Roofs of Dreams, The Grey Revolution, and Noemi & Lips of 

Sweetness. He lives in Montreal, Canada. 
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THE CRUELEST MONTH 
You ever died? 
Me either. 
You sure you never died? 
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Alan Britt: He has been nominated for the 2021 

International Janus Pannonius Prize awarded by the 

Hungarian Centre of PEN International for excellence in 

poetry from any part of the world. Previous nominated 

recipients include Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Charles Bernstein 

and Yves Bonnefoy. Alan was interviewed at The Library of 

Congress for The Poet and the Poem. He has published 18 

books of poetry and served as Art Agent for the late great 

Ultra Violet while often reading poetry at her Chelsea, New 

York studio. A graduate of the Writing Seminars at Johns 

Hopkins University he currently teaches English/Creative 

Writing at Towson University. 
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ADDRESSEE UNKNOWN  

poem dedicated to Nabila Al – Amoodi 

I have a few yellowed letters  

and an album full of old photos.  

I am storing our youth  

ambitious plans, laughter and tears. 

 

Today I am surrounded by helplessness. 

 Anxiety creeps in my mind  

and longing in the words of the poem. 
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Where are you my friend? 

Which side of heaven are you on?  

Are there the flowers around your house in Aden,  

or maybe there is only the dead earth? 

 

Unanswered questions  

and searching without believing in a miracle  

do not let me forget about you.  

 

Yesterday you came back unexpectedly  

when I was looking at pictures of Yemeni children. 

 In the eyes of a girl dying of hunger  

I saw your portrait. 
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Alicja Maria Kuberska: She is an awarded Polish poetess, 

novelist, journalist, editor. She is a member of the Polish 

Writers Associations in Warsaw, Poland and IWA Bogdani, 

Albania as well as other organisations. She has received 

two medals—the Nosside UNESCO Competition in Italy 

(2015) and European Academy of Science Arts and Letters 

in France (2017). She has also received a reward of 

international literary competition in Italy, ‘‘Tra le parole e 

‘elfinito” (2018). She was announced a poet of the 2017 

year by Soflay Literature Foundation (2018). She also 

received the Bolesław Prus Prize Poland (2019), Culture 

Animator Poland (2019) and first prize Premio 

Internazionale di Poesia Poseidonia- Paestrum Italy (2019). 
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SPINNING DREAMS 

Her neatly manicured hands  

bedecked with a few diamonds  

 

mocks the sickle held deliberately, 

days before the nation gives mandate, 

 

habitually taking for a ride the people’s  

intelligence when choosing the leader, 

 

assuming that the dream she spun as 

the one dream-girl will turn to reverie 
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the farmer will be lost in, the labourer  

would resort to, slogging to a decent living. 

 

Her charming smile will take care of it all, 

the plaguing issues of the bedazzled people, 

 

her lotioned skin will screen not just the sun 

but sceptics and all unconvinced beings.  
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Amanita Sen: Amanita has 2 collections of poems: ‘Candle 

In My Dream’ and ‘What I Don’t Tell You’. Her works have 

been published in numerous journals in India and abroad. 

She is a mental health professional and lives in Kolkata. 
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THE SINGING TREE 

Over there’s a lovely singing tree 

With dancing birds and golden key 

This Singing tree does shine tonight 

All over the world and shuts out fright 

 

The singing tree is the here and now 

Of the love that shines and seed does sow 

There’s a key behind the singing tree 

It opens doors for me you see 
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There’s a pot behind the singing tree 

With a secret in it just for me to see 

There’s a tree behind the singing tree 

That connects the earth and me you see 

 

There’s a tree behind the singing tree 

It’s waiting there just for me 

There’s a pasture behind the singing tree 

And hands of love and integrity 

 

There’s a song inside the singing tree 

It comes from my heart and sings for we 

Over here’s a golden singing tree 

With dancing birds and a golden key 
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Ambika Talwar: I am a poet/author residing in Los Angeles, 

USA. I work as English professor. I am published in various 

anthologies. I have also published a collection of poems 

and a poetic-spiritual travelogue. My creative expression 

lends dimension to my work as a spiritual-intuitive energy 

practitioner. 
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DREAMS SUFFERING FROM MALNUTRITION 

A poor Amir brought home 

some rich dreams  

but couldn't feed them properly  

 

They're suffering a lot from— 

and about to die of— 

malnutrition 
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Aminool Islam: I am a poet residing in Bogra, Bangladesh. I 

work as an English language instructor. I have contributed 

to various anthologies. I am currently the sub-editor of a 

literary magazine named Neeharika. 
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FRAGRANCES 

A shaft of sunlight touching maiden blink 

swept seamlessly on space called Home 

the spicy tang of fish broth 

wove in mother’s anchal, 

delectable smell in healing potions 

melted in aromatic Bhringaraj oil 

cascading down aunt’s tresses 
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 twined in her tangled curls; 

the fragrance of father’s chant wafted 

 in morning’s freshness, diffused incense 

churned depths of divine odour  

a bond of quintessential sweetness 

held us all together, in the aroma 

of grandma’s betel leaf chewed breath. 

 Balmy imprints of love, care, addiction 

 my buoyant years once soaked, in 

 all nooks and corners conceived 

the brick and mortar effuse. 

 

Drugged in redolence  

shadows elongate in submission 

a pilgrimage down twilight’s bend- 

I peel off palimpsest of layers absorbed 

the familiarity of each fragrance I evoke  

a whitewashed dream from the limbo of past. 
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*Anchal- an edge/end of the saree 

 *Bhringaraj oil- a herbal oil 

 

Amita Ray: I am former associate professor in English and 

Vice Principal of a college, residing in Kolkata. An academic 

of varied interests, I am a published translator, short story 

writer and poet. I have translated into English and 

published two books.My short stories have been published 

in The Sunday Statesman, Cafe Dissensus, Setu and other 

web magazines. My poems have also been published in 

anthologies  and on line magazines. 
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THERE IS A RIVER 

There is a river closing in on a 

night of shifting blues 

ascending the dark. 

a cluster sky clang closes 

the gates. 

paths and palaces hurtle 

merging in a silk sheen touch. 

your eyes take over the 
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suddenness 

of everyday 

forlorn tantrums of a skin 

and 

brittle memories rushing 

before the fort 

falls to a splintered dawn. 
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Amitabh Mitra: He is an Indian-born South African 

physician, poet and artist. He is one of the most widely 

published poets globally. 
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IN THE DARKING 

In the darking 

Forest glen 

An Abandoned 

Railway siding 

Slides, 

Gleaming dully 

Through the light 

Dreaming… 

Dreaming Ammonia 

Dreaming Phosphate 
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Dreaming Fluoride 

Dreaming Chloride 

Dreaming Friction 

And Carbon Black 

While the forest 

Gently draws  

A green wild-scape 

Dotted with white 

butterflies 

Over its rusting 

Rails. 
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Amit Krishan Agnihotri: I am a poet residing in Landquart 

Switzerland. I work as a County Manager. I have contributed to 

various anthologies. I have also published short stories and 

poems in UK and India.  
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AN EPISTOLARY MISADVENTURE  

(Between two poets of different eras) 

Dear Miss Dickinson  

I wondered if you had 

A recipe for repairing 

A short poem gone bad 

**** 
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Dear Amita, I understand  

The position you’re in 

But frankly you’d be better off 

Chucking it in the bin  

***** 

Dear Emily, I hope you’re not  

Offended by my chatter 

But could you give me some advice 

On a romantic matter? 

***** 

Dear Romance-ridden, I’d advise 

A cold water immersion 

It always helps. Yours most sincerely, 

Emily Dickinson  

***** 

Dear Emily, I hope I’m not  

Being too troublesome 
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But I was curious to find out 

If you ever chewed gum 

**** 

Dear Letter- writer, fear, don’t hope 

You pert presumptuous person! 

Yes, I chewed gum, but now goodbye 

Fed up, Emily Dickinson 
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Amita Sarjit Ahluwalia: I am a retired civil servant but at 

heart a poet and teacher. I write, mostly poetry, in English, 

Hindi, Urdu and Punjabi. I was awarded the NISSIM 

International Poetry Award (First Prize) 2019 and then the 

Reuel International Award (First Prize) 2020 for Non-Fiction 

Prose by The Significant League, a well-known Creative 

Writing Group on Facebook. Recently, the Destiny 

International Community of Poets based out of Wakefield, 

England, UK declared me Winner of their Poet of the Year 

2020 as well as Critic of the Year 2020 recognitions. 
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Staying awake when you want to sleep 

Dark outside when it should be light 

Waiting for a call and a cab when the street 

Buzzes with strangeness and inside it is cold 

With the non-warmth of leave taking 

It is not conscience but capital lack that makes brave men 

into cowards 

Lack of love from husbands. Then 

Mothers beat children in the heat of anger 

But look closer, it is sheer helplessness 

The child is helpless 
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The normal are helpless, the mother, everyone is 

The happy girls wear the kohl of helpless darkness, sadness 

Under their eyes 

What a wonder they have not yet been browbeaten and 

still laugh 

Life goes 

A plane that taxis down a runway  

Always taking you further away from where you want to go 

To the destination you want to avoid 

I love your poetry 

But no longer use enjambement or slashes 

That comes easy to the younger who are braver not having 

seen the depths 

It would not do for me 

Living a tragedy bestowed by success 

Between the allowed and the what cannot be undone 

Neither in war nor in peace 

Writing 

The night waits to swallow my last remnants of sanity 
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Whilst I take heed to my Cordelias 

And refuse to cave in. 

 

Ampat Koshy: Dr. Koshy A.V. is presently working as an 

Assistant Professor in the English Department of Jazan 

University, Saudi Arabia. He has many books, degrees, 

diplomas, certificates, prizes, and awards to his credit and 

also, besides teaching, is an editor, anthology maker, poet, 

critic and writer of fiction. He runs an autism NPO with his 

wife, Anna Gabriel. Two of his co-authored books published 

in 2020 were Amazon best-sellers in India and USA, namely, 

Wine-kissed Poems with Jagari Mukherjee and Vodka by 

the Volga with Santosh Bakaya. 
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LITTLE LIFE LESSONS 

Teaching my toddler 

To collect ants in  

A glass jar,  

After 

One had bit him. 

 

Luke held up his palm  

Pleading pain.  

Eyes moist, betrayed.  

So, I tried to 
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Get his eyes to 

Shine brighter. 

 

We put sugar inside 

The jar, feeding time! 

A tiny zoo for my tiny one.  

  

Oh my! The ants 

Went berserk, Luke  

Clapped, chortled in 

Toothless delight. 

I grinned my relief. 

Then to teach him mercy 

We went outside, 

Tipped the jar in the garden.  
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Amrita Valan: I am a poet residing in India. I am a stay-at-

home mother of two boys. I have published in several 

anthologies and some online journals recently. I am 

teaching myself French in my spare time. 
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THIS SUMMER 

This unbearable summer had thrown 

me roots. The large banyan tree by the 

side of the river Ganga, nestled crows 

and boys, some souls called urchins. 

The smoke from the new found cigarette 

took round shapes with much acclaimed 

artistry. The lone boat, indigenous or desi, 

ferrying people to and fro the banks. 

& in one of those boats, a lanky 
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blue attire had cast shy eyes, 

all of a sudden. 

 

Summers of yore had some pleasant,  

satiable airs 

This summer suddenly reminded 
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Aneek Chatterjee: I am a poet and academic from Kolkata, 
India. I got published in reputed literary magazines and 
poetry anthologies across the globe. I authored 14 books 
including three poetry collections and a novel. My third 
poetry collection titled “of Ashes and Persiflage” (New 
Delhi and Kolkata, Hawakal) came out in November, 2020. I 
have a Ph.D. in International Relations, and have been 
teaching in leading Indian and foreign universities. I was a 
Fulbright – Nehru Visiting faculty at the University of 
Virginia, USA and a recipient of the prestigious ICCR Chair 
to teach abroad. My poetry has been archived at Yale 
University. 
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LIFE’S BRIDGES  

The daunting, unrelenting grip of depression 

Circles your heart like a voracious viper 

Penetrating the deepest recesses of your mind 

No matter how tenuous the situation 

There are more questions than answers 

 

Like you have been blinded 

Reaching into the chambers of your heart 

You find the jewels of hope 
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Like pearls of wisdom 

Knowing deep down in your soul  

faith has seen you through  

Many difficult bridges.  

 

Your fearless faith will make you shine 

In the darkest of torturous nights 

When all seems lost keep the faith. 

 

Will you take the leap, travel the distance?  

And cross over to the bridge of hope and faith 

With positivity surging in your veins 

Healing the heart and mind 

Hope restores the joy of living 

As faith walks with you 

Hope embraces you. 
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Angela Chetty: I am a poet residing in Durban, South Africa. 

I work as a consultant. I have contributed to various 

anthologies and numerous journals. I have also published a 

poetry anthology. I have been honoured as a contemporary 

poet with the most heartfelt poems in 2019 and had two 

poems featured in the Top 100 poems for 2019. 
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A DREAM IN THE SPRING 

Never before I had felt love so deeply 

Now the spring has arrived in the backyard 

Filling my rooms and verandahs with 

The fragrance of your just attained youth 

 

Never before I had called the pigeons 

Sitting cozily inside the cotes and looking 

At the distance sky with their beady eyes 

As they pick up rice grains from my hands 
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I feel like kissing your lazy curls hanging 

As shy creepers from the sides of your face 

 

Never before I had cared so much for the 

Stream humming through the undulating 

Land gathering flowers by its sides and 

Watching the sky moving swiftly with it 

I feel like my heart is filled with unending 

Love for you when I see your reflection in 

The slowly opening petals of the cool dawn 
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Anil Kumar Panda (alias Tiku): He is from Brajrajnagar, 

Odisha, India, and resides there currently. He works as a 

mine surveyor in coal mines. He writes short stories and 

poems whenever he gets time. 
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picture was shot at Wafi Mall, Dubai 

People are like lanterns, latticed and decorated. Behind 

these lacy adornments lies their inner self, glowing quietly. 

Often, we get carried away by the glimmer of its outward 

trimmings, overlooking the glow, taking it for granted. 

We forget that it is the deep, inner spark that makes the 

lantern so beautiful. 
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Whether it is a spark that burns itself out or one that fuels 

itself, feeding off its flame, can hardly be discerned by the 

lantern's looks. The most flamboyant of them all may be a 

play of light and color drawing the viewer into an illusion, a 

cover for what stutters inside. We might breeze past an 

unremarkable one, barely glancing at its drab contours and 

realise a tad too late how far we walked in its steady light. 

In between these are the many that comfort, attract or 

intrigue the viewer depending upon what they are viewed 

with — the eyes or the soul. As a lantern myself, I may be 

unaware of the fortifications that have risen around me 

over time, some inimitable, some fancy perhaps even 

beguiling.  It would take one to step close enough to be 

able to look deep enough, past the embellishments. And in 

his/her/its eyes, I would see the reflection of my flame. And 

together, we would burn. 

It is because of such fires that the universe is. 
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Anju Kishore: Anju Kishore’s poems have been featured in 

numerous journals and anthologies. They have won prizes 

in poetry competitions as well. Her book of poems inspired 

by the civil war in Syria, ‘…and I Stop to Listen’ earned her a 

glowing review in Kendriya Sahitya Akademi’s English 

journal, Indian Literature. She has been part of the editorial 

teams of five anthologies with India Poetry Circle and 

Kavya-Adisakrit Publishing.   
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BECOMING WHO WE ARE 

As much as we may not want to, 

eventually we become our mother, 

become our father. 

Aspiring to side-step prejudice. 

Striving to deflect pain. 

As faltering bodies and memories 

take possession our actions, 

we tend to relive our family’s past. 

Within ourselves they were always there, 

we were always there. 

Deny it as we would, 
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fight it as we would. 

We cannot escape who we are, 

who we were meant to be.  

A genetic code written in the stars 

guides us to the truth. 

Traits and habits woven strong, 

forged in the fires of our blood. 

We fold all regrets and tuck them away 

into a past where youth resides. 

So in the end, 

we are who we are, 

and we are the family. 

*Published by Portland Metrozine, February 2020 
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Ann Christine Tabaka: I am a poet and writer residing in 

Delaware, USA. I am a retired organic chemist and a retired 

personal trainer. I have 10 poetry books and have been 

published in numerous magazines and journals worldwide. I 

was nominated for the 2017 Pushcart Prize in Poetry. I was 

the winner of Spillwords Press 2020 Publication of the Year 

(Poetic), and I have won poetry awards from individual 

publications. 

*(a complete list of publications is available upon request) 
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VASANTHI SWETHA 

Risk of divorce reduces by 70% 

If you marry your best friend 

says a post on social media, 

I know not 

the research methodology, 

one can only trust Instagram so much, 

I know not if it is true, 

but I am more concerned about 

the word "risk". 
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I time and again 

cram into thought bubbles 

to ask myself 

is separation the opposite of love? 

 

Should one look at divorce as a peril 

or as a maturation of a relationship 

that can no longer be held together? 

to pick divorce 

is no easy choice, 

to move away from each other 

may feel like walking on fire, 

but to not be able to move away from each other 

may also feel like walking on fire, 

and if the marriage is burning, 

is divorce the risk? 
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Or is the lack of the environment and support system 

to be able to make the choice 

a greater danger? 

I don't know, 

you tell me, 

if someone's active choice to move apart is shameful, 

where have we placed our pride? 

ANURAG K. MATHUR 

We use the word risk 

To denote - "potential loss" 

Mathematically, 

the risk lay, 

in marrying your best friend 

 

Deciding now to stay 

Or to go away 

Is arguably a bigger risk, 
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It is, however, just a function 

Of your perceived "potential loss" 

VANDANA KUMAR 

I have seen many a couple 

Reduced to societal obligations 

I have seen relationships survive 

When you move on 

Sometimes the best way to preserve 

Memories that remain sweet 

And love you had 

Is to let go 
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Vasanthi Swetha: She is extremely passionate about the art 

of poetry, dance, reading and dreaming, and she believes 

that every poem that she writes is a result of a 

conversation with her soul. 
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Anurag Mathur: He is a trained bean counter, works for a 

financial services group and has spent almost two decades 

serving that industry. Whatever little time that has been 

spared from work or sleep or reflective meditation has – 

with quite a few well-meaning prods and nudges from 

friends – been devoted to occasionally tapping to the 

Muse’s dictats from time to time. 
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Vandana Kumar: I am a poet residing in New Delhi, India. I 

work as French teacher and translator. I have contributed 

to various anthologies. Few of my poems were recently 

published in ‘Spillwords’ and ‘North of Oxford’. 
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BE SELDOM COMPLACENT 

Every day and every year 

is a struggle 

You just pray that you get 

another year to be here 

and do some good work,  

Even after gaining a foothold 

you can't become complacent,  

Keep delivering more so now 

because there's a competition 

with some natural some raw,  
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Keep up your game 

Never be overconfident 

about anything 

Be passionate about the job 

you got 

Professional or amateur 

you must forgot,  

You should love the process 

of getting into the character 

for your job in-hand 

Live it up and bring it alive 

it will always pay off 

You will progress or at least revive. 
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Ashish K Pathak: He is a middle school teacher in Munger 

District of Bihar Province. He is a regular contributor in 

Glomag. He has got a letter of appreciation from the 

President of India for his poem. 
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SPRING WIND... 

Spring wind blows 

In your heart, a storm rolls in... 

In a hidden place of your heart 

A place where nobody stopped 

 

Alone together, the loneliness 

The quiet afternoon and nights 

Spring whispered in the wind 

The story that's not written 
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Our body wrapped in the moonlight 

Rhymes of violin drowning at the heart 

We wrote music on the subway walls 

The silence has fallen in this spring night... 

 

The bleeding roses in red and white 

Twisted twigs, dry leaves of winter left in the wind 

Two full-time dreamers with clasped hands 

Silence has fallen in this spring wind... 
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Asoke Kumar Mitra: He studied at Hindu school and St. 

Xavier’s College, Kolkata, and is a retired journalist and was 

editor of 'Calcutta Canvas' and 'Indus Chronicle'. He is a 

bilingual poet. He has contributed to various anthologies 

published in India and abroad. His poems are translated 

into various languages. 'Savage Wind' is his first poetry 

book, a bilingual edition, translated into Spanish by 

Mexican poet Josep Juarez. 'Song Of Pebbles' is his second 

bilingual poetry book, which is translated into French. 

Poetry, photography, paintings are his passions. 
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LIFT A FINGER, TAP A TOE 

Are they far away, the dance, the song, 

From feet and lips deemed not to live long? 

 

I thought myself old, like a crumbling town,  

I thought hey: 

Time to flop me old bundle down! 

Same with the old dancer down a few doors - 

Who once danced and shook the theatrical boards - 

We slowed like two snails when we talked of growing old, 

Why, even as we talked, our legs began to fold,  

And not in plié but in lurches and tottering, 
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In scuffing, puffing and scattershot pottering. 

Her Can-Can legs said: time to grow fat! 

We laughed at that and said: yeah! ... 

Laughed and ate this, laughed and drank that. 

Same with our friend - 

Our friend the old singer who flattened in the bar 

As his gold chords sank to the bottom of his jar. 

But would Heaven not deliver the coup de grâce 

To the bulging hips and the sagging arse? 

(By chance, you might ask:  

What happened to the dancer? 

I don’t know.  

Wandered off I suppose... 

And the old singer? 

Wandered off I suppose. 

Are they far away, the dance, the song, 

From the feet, the lips deemed not to live long? 
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And I’d think: 

 

Is my very best friend the surgical knife? 

Is a cocktail of pills the Elixir of Life? 

And what’s all the yakking about growing old, 

As though life is a leaf soon to be a mould? 

Why all this collapsing on couches and beds, 

This staggering to the cabinet for a shelf full of meds. 

 

Are they far away, the dance, the song, 

From the feet, the lips deemed not to live long? 

 

As I lay dying on an ambulance cot, 

A slight breath in me whispered, a bit of brain in me 

thought, hey: 

 

If l lift one finger or wiggle one toe,  

Might a chain reaction through this body flow? 

Or squint half an eyelid - flex, unflex, 
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Shift a limb somewhere, and then what next? 

Why play that game of old-therefore-lame? 

Is slurping on tonics the reason I came? 

Enough! Too much! Goodbye to all that! 

Let me hobble two metres and build up from there, 

And plant my own garden and grow some self-care. 

Without mountains of cake and barrels of ale, 

An old wag might find a few crags to scale 

Or even dance and sing 

If lips are not leaves liposucked down the drain,  

Let me hum these cold lips warm once again. 

Let me flip warm hips hot once again 

And with nerves tuned to music and muscles toned to 

dance - 

Let my golden age pour like an avalanche, 

And these feet beat and these hands clap,  

And this head sing and not sink in my lap. 
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Are they so far away, the dance, the song, 

From the body the docs deemed not to live long? 

 

So - 

I sing and I dance, and it’s up I get, 

And I’ll not be done for! At least - just yet... 

 

Barry Pittard: I am a poet, lyricist and short story writer, 

living in the Hinterland of South East Queensland, Australia. 

I am a retired (refreshed!) teacher, and have also worked as 

an NGO among the socially marginalised. I have broadcast 

on social just and world music themes on community radio. 

In the theatre, I worked as an actor, director and writer. 

Presently, I am doing a personal dance sadhana, extensively 

using the superb music of Uma Mohan. 
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OUR CHAPTER'S DOORS 

when I'm dead 

don't leave a flower 

because then it won't have 

the same effect or power 

 

when I'm dead 

don't shed a tear 

when I needed you 

you were never near 
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when I'm dead  

please don't mourn 

remember when I hurt 

you never cared to remove the thorn 

 

when I'm dead  

forget about a casket  

when I needed your support  

you could never hold me like a bracket 

 

when I'm dead  

it's a little too late 

wishing you had taken me  

on that long overdue date  

 

when I'm dead  

please don't say I'm yours  
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when on numerous occasions  

you've threatened me with divorce  

 

when I'm dead  

allow me to rest in peace  

lock up our chapter's doors  

and throw away the keys 
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Bevan Boggenpoel: He was born in Salt Lake, Port 

Elizabeth, South Africa. He attended Soutpan Primary and 

matriculated at Westville Secondary School. Boggenpoel 

completed a Baccalaureate in Education at the Nelson 

Mandela Metropolitan University. He launched his debut 

Anthology 1 December 2016. The book was well received 

by the public and he sold 200 copies locally. He is also an 

author at a South African website known as Litnet 

(Literature Network in South Africa). His poetry is written in 

a South African context that covers different issues in daily 

life. In his writings he strives to tell a story or teach a lesson 

that will inspire and motivate. He is currently a teacher at 

Bethelsdorp Road Primary in the northern areas of Port 

Elizabeth 
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A THOUSAND MILES AWAY  

A thousand miles away 

George Floyd died 

Of police brutality 

His last words 

Resonate here, 

In my country 

In my drawing room 

In personal discussions 
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On T.V. and in newspapers 

In breathless debates 

Within protests and movements. 

 

Why? 

Because it is a rage of hundreds of years 

Pressed under a knee 

A simmering fire 

That was waiting to conflagrate 

A restless smoke 

Suffocating people for years. 

 

Was it a single man's murder? 

No, 

The way the brute police officer 

Pressed his knee 

On the neck of an unarmed black man 

Was to show his power 
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To crush Floyd 

Like a worthless being— 

Not caring a damn 

About his life. 

 

The manner 

In which the other police officers 

Stood by 

Showed how callous, how ruthless 

They were not caring a bit 

When an innocent black man was dying. 

 

‘I can't breathe, I can't breathe' 

The last words of Floyd 

Resonate in every corner of our world 

Questioning 

The sanity of humankind. 
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Bharati Nayak: I am a bilingual poet, critic and translator 

residing in Bhubaneswar, India. I work in the Government 

of Odisha. I have contributed to various national and 

international anthologies and e-books. I have also 

published three poetry books, two in English language and 

one in my mother tongue ODIA and worked as co-writer in 

two poetry Anthologies. I regularly write on on-line poetry 

site www.poemhunter.com where I am placed among the 

top 500 poets and offered the title 'Poetic Basil' for my 

contributions. 
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UNDER CONSTRUCTION 

They work as a team. 

Some shovel dirt, 

clearing the way; 

others follow 

leveling earth, 

grading the new path 

with blades, 

laying down 
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a road that becomes 

an artery. 

 

Buildings go up— 

the tall ones for offices, 

hotels, apartments— 

a few 

houses. 

Intent, 

the workers continue, 

stopping only  

when mothers mount 

front stoops, 

calling out 

 

"Suppertime!" 
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Bill Cushing: Raised in New York City, Bill Cushing lived in 

numerous states, the Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico. He 

was called the “blue collar poet” by peers at the University 

of Central Florida, then earned an MFA in writing from 

Goddard College. He now resides in Glendale, California 

with his wife and their son. He recently retired after more 

than 20 years teaching in Los Angeles area colleges. Bill’s 

work has been in anthologies, literary journals, magazines, 

and newspapers. He facilitates a writing workshop for 9 

Bridges Writers Community and performs with a musician 

on a project called “Notes and Letters.” His poetry 

collection, A Former Life, was released in 2019 and was 

recently honored with a Kops-Featherling International 

Book Award. His chapbook Music Speaks won the 2019 San 

Gabriel Valley Poetry Festival Award and recently medaled 

in the 2021 New York City Book Awards. 
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THOSE DAYS WHEN MY MOM MADE MY PLAITS. 

Those were the golden days 

When my mother, fondly braided my hair, 

Standing behind me, while the appetizing aroma of puri 

and chhole 

Wafted in the fresh morning air. 

 

She would rush out of the kitchen holding a steel lunchbox, 

 tucking it in my satchel, she headed towards the dressing 

table 
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Where I waited for her to braid my plaits, two smooth and 

immaculate, 

Which didn’t suit my taste yet had to abide by a schoolgirl’s 

trait. 

 

Smoothening my hair, she would religiously advise with a 

distinctive flair 

Of how crucial was teenage when one should prepare to sit 

for GATE 

Keeping at bay, all insane thoughts of fashion and mate. 

And when I fidgeted, with the slightest prod of the comb 

would warn me of getting late. 

 

I would absorb the morning sun that smiled through the 

curtains, 

Exuding a perfect amount of warmth and freshness, 

And occasionally the mirror would reflect her anxiety 

behind her calmness, 

As she braided her blessings to ward off all evil eyes. 
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Those were the nights when she oiled my hair 

Massaging in the wisdom of life that she wanted me to take 

care. 

Combing away my fears, she enunciated the importance of 

nourishing the roots, 

Be it of the wavy mass on the head or a noble adulthood. 

 

I would initially rebel at being made to sit still, 

Then feeling love radiate from her gentle fingers through 

my scalp, 

 would give in, secretly enjoying the massage  

nd then a piercing pain, imagining a world without her one 

day, would implode my heart. 

Note: Puri – an Indian bread made by deep frying 

Chhole – an Indian spicy dish made from chick pea 

ATE - General Aptitude Test for Engineering. 
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Bilquis Fatima: She is an innate lover of nature and speaker 

for social issues, has allowed her feelings to be expressed 

as short writes and speeches from her college time. 

Although being a post-graduate in Chemistry, she has also 

mastered the skills of poetry appreciation and writing. Her 

poems reflecting the situations that are prevalent in the 

society, have been appreciated in some groups of poets 

and writers lately. 
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LOOKING FOR YOU  

Give me a space, 

Somewhere in the street square  

Where I can sit alone, 

And feel your presence  

 

Now I am in a tea stall  

Sipping hot tea, 

People are gossiping politics, economics 

Life and laws  
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A road leads towards the jungle, 

Where birds chirp  

And the trees whistle, 

Should I walk on this road  

To feel you  

 

My morning walk  

Brings me many clouds, 

White and brown, but, 

An enormous sky  

Keeps on looking at me, 

And promises, 

I can find you someday, 

Somewhere  
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Bishnu Charan Parida: Bishnu Charan Parida is a bilingual 

poet from Jajpur Road of Odisha. Professionally an engineer 

though, he loves poetry. His poems are mainly on life, love, 

philosophy and nature. His poems have been published in 

many anthologies and magazines of national and 

international repute. He has been awarded in the state 

level Kalinga Nagar book festival, Odisha in 2015, honored 

in the 11th Guntur International Poetry Festival, honored as 

a World Featured Poet 2019 of Pentasi-B, China. He also 

received the 8th R.N.Tagore award from X-press 

Publications, Kerala. 
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REPOSITORY 
the edges of consciousness 
like the edges of land 
or the edges of light 
or the edges of love 
are breaking and dwindling 
in the erosion of age 
 
and the broken parts vanish 
into some unknown depth 
from where they once 
might have come 
 
and the memory of them 
are lost to forgetting 
while time passes out 
into apathy and silence 
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before our hardened eyes 
we cannot see 
 
let the fragments come ashore 
so that we can collect them 
in a repository of love 
 
the hard eyes are wet again 
at the possibility 
of such a repository. 

 
Bishnupada Ray: He is an Associate Professor of English at 

the University of North Bengal. His poems have appeared in 

various journals and anthologies. He can be contacted at 

bishnuray@gmail.com. 
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Pic by Mike Hurry 

70+C19= 

no sons and daughters 

to hold 

no grandkids to cuddle 

stuck in your rooms 

with no one to meet 

you can't go out 
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in isolation 

maybe forever 

 

no walks on the front 

by the sea 

no friends to happily meet 

worried about food 

are we forgotten 

lost in our tombs 

by ourselves 

maybe forever 

 

Corona 19 we fear 

that first dry cough 

is this the end? 

does it come from bats? 

is it made by man? 

is it nature's way? 
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to kill the sick 

cull the old 

 

no sons and daughters 

to hold 

no grandkids to cuddle 

stuck in your rooms 

maybe forever 
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Brian Mackenzie: I was born in Inverness in 1949 and have 

lived there until 1969. Since then I lived in Lond and Saudi 

Arabia. I have worked most of my life in the Airline Industry 

which enabled me to travel the world quite easily and 

cheaply. I am now retired and have lived in Spain for the 

last ten years. I only started writing since I retired in 2009 

and it is only in the last few years I started writing songs 

and poems and I suppose have become quite prolific. I self-

published 6 books and 1 book by a publisher, the second 

soon to be released. 
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THE STAGE SHOW 

...and between the  

two hands of a clock 

her legs dance 

her black  

emoting eyes 

carrying the silver night 

of the waxing gibbous moon 

of two lovers sailing  

on a mirror of blue lake... 

 a lissome lotus 

blossoming from the pond of  
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her ten fingers... 

and mild melodies  

warbling like gentle waves 

from the bosom of her lyrical lips. 

 

...and between the  

two hands of a clock 

of a  yellow sunrise  

and a purple sunset 

a lunch meal  

sizzles from the  

kitchen of her home 

for a family of four 

from the pretense  

of her previous  

evening show. 
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Brindha Vinodh: Brindha Vinodh is a postgraduate in 

Econometrics but a writer within. Her poems have been 

published in Glomag, Setu, Fasihi, OPA, soflay, etc., and she 

has contributed to several anthologies. She has been a 

featured poet at InnerChildPress international publications 

and her roseate sonnet selected as one of the best poems 

of 2020. She currently resides in USA with her husband and 

two daughters. 
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MA 

(1) 

The sea is fathomless 

With roaring tidal waves 

So struts all the time 

‘Well, art thou deeper than Ma’s love?’ 

Gently I ask 

He fell silent with head bowed. 
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(2) 

The azure sky is vast 

Enfolding sun, moon, stars, galaxies… 

So struts all the time 

‘Well, art thou vaster than Ma’s love?’ 

Gently I ask 

He fell silent with head bowed. 

(3) 

The earth is cool 

With mountains, hills, rocks, forests… 

So struts all the time 

‘Well, art you cooler than Ma’s love? 

Gently I ask 

She fell silent with head bowed. 

(4) 

The zephyr is fresh 

Spreading fragrance around 

So struts all the time 
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‘Well, art thou fresher than Ma’s love?’ 

Gently, I ask 

She fell silent with head bowed. 

(5) 

The shrine is holy 

With thousands of pilgrims 

So struts all the time 

‘Well, art thou holier than Ma’s feet?’ 

He fell silent with head bowed. 

No, NEVER. 
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B.S.Tyagi: He comes from India. He writes in both Hindi and 

English. He has several books- fiction and non-fiction to his 

credit. His poems have been included in several 

anthologies. He writes short stories which regularly appear 

in national and international literary magazines. His write-

ups and poems have appeared in national and international 

magazines. Besides, he has translated four books of poems. 

He shies away from public celebrations and prizes. Inner 

bliss he is showered upon through creativity is the greatest 

prize. 
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Mere words uttered 

do not act 

they just melt in the air 

promise 

refuses to perform 

we refute what we said yesterday 

misquoted we say 

then we dig into emotions 

fan flames 

wakes up even the dead 

and then 
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look  

these skeletons are responsible 

for what is happening to us 

those who turned into ashes not spared 

the dead become alive 

surprising 

and the living are killed or lynched. 

and we 

say  

in chorus 

let us move forward. 
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Chandramohan Naidu: He is a retired bank employee, now 

a freelance writer and photographer based in Chennai, part 

of the poetry circle which meets first Wednesday of every 

month. He writes poems to be subsequently brought out 

into a collection. 
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ROMULUS AUGUSTULUS 

Would it have been better if he’d killed me? 

At sixteen years I was beneath contempt, 

A puppet-emperor from strings cut free 

Packed off to exile, from death-blade exempt. 

Romulus would not have gone so meekly 

The founder of great Rome was not a mouse, 

Should I have fought myself? Even weakly 

Strike out against my fate so that my house 

In history could stand with some small pride. 
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Even a boy should try to be a man 

“Little Augustus” I was called, they lied 

No Augustus would take this; the life span 

Of empire must end maybe, if it must 

Let it die a noble death sword in hand 

To live in epic song, sacred our dust 

And bone-shards. A German king gives command 

With ease where strode the Caesars! What am I? 

A small landowner starting to get fat 

Was it for this I gave no battle-cry? 

Rome’s last Emperor is a bloated rat. 
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Christopher Villiers: I am a poet residing in Braunton, 

England. I work as a writer. I have contributed to various 

anthologies and have also published three volumes of 

poetry. 
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ALONE WITH THE TREES 

alone in the woods 

trees breathing in the dawn mist 

sunlight peeking through 

 

soft sound of water 

splashing in the nearby creek 

sparkles in my thoughts 
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sitting at the feet 

of trees my ancestors knew 

I sense they’re still here 

 

ancient, narrow paths 

like wrinkles on nature’s brow 

lead to life’s secrets 

 

I walk in silence 

absorbing God’s artistry 

colors paint my thoughts 
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Dale Adams: I am a poet and musician residing in 

Oklahoma, USA. I work in an auto dealership. I have been 

writing poems and composing songs since 2011.  I have my 

own SoundCloud Channel where many of my songs and 

poems can be heard. I have converted other poets work 

into songs for them. My work has appeared in several 

anthologies. 
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Pilgrim She Donkey near the public Library of Burgos, in the San Juan 

Square. Pic: De Culla.  

PILGRIM SHE DONKEY 

Do you know it? It is with you. 

It’s the Diego Efuso’s pilgrim She Donkey 

Male of Aegean of the Knights 

(Egea de los Caballeros) 

In the province of Zaragoza 

Who has got here, first 
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Doing the Jacobean Route 

Being one of the best 

Of his five Burras (She Donkeys) 

Call Efrata  

Adorned with singular beauty. 

Firm in hope 

On the Santiago’s Road has come 

Shedding joys 

Like, now, among the youngs 

Who come to study in the Library 

To learn to Bray. 

Diego Efuso has entered in it 

Seeing to find a book 

That he can read in one day. 

Efrata does not need a book 

Well it knows more than Street smarts 

And all that donkey train 

That make the holy Way. 
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Efrata comes to life 

Sharing its food with others 

Breaking in its wake 

The stones of Discord 

Doing good 

In all its trails. 

Its example of being resigned 

Is an example to overcome rancor and intrigue 

Between brothers. 

Maybe if we had suckled her milk 

The **** Plague Virus 

Would not have oppressed us  

So many. 
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Daniel de Culla: I am a Daniel de Culla, poet, writer, etc., 

residing in Burgos, Spain. I am retired. I have also published 

poetry, anthologies more than seventy. 
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L I B E R A T I O N 

Divorce yourself from anger, 

My beloved, 

Be like the Buddha with my distracted, preoccupied mind 

As we, 

Bruised, bloodied and battered, 

Grapple with the gory goliaths who torment our country, 

Those who make it unsafe for our children and our people. 
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Divorce yourself from pain, my love, 

Immerse your pain in my mouth, 

In my body, 

Let it sink into my cytoplasm, and let it disappear like the 

imperial flags 

 

which fled our newly liberated country... 

 

Divorce yourself my Love, 

From my silliness and sink into my boundless love.  

 

Divorce yourself, my Love, 

From the stress precipitated by the ogres,  

 

those who steal the light from our eyes, 

And let us meld into one. 
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Let us find strength and love in each other 

and may we find that among the patriots of our country. 

 

Let our quest to leave a legacy of hope 

for our country, our home, 

our beloved South Africa, 

Be unceasing. 

 

Let us never be tempted by demons to divorce ourselves 

from each other 

 

and from the land which has known our heroic people, 

our heart wrenching tears and our rivers of sweat. 

A country which has known our pain, our torment, our 

blood and our love.  

 

May our lives inspire the honourable 

 

and our country for ever. 
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Deena Padayachee: He is a South African Author and Poet, 

residing in Durban. He works as a primary care physician. 

His writing has been included in various international and 

South African anthologies including the Readers’ Digest’s 

BEST SOUTH AFRICAN SHORT STORIES. Three of his books 

have been published. The English academy of Southern 

Africa awarded the author the Olive Schreiner prize for 

prose; The Congress of South African Writers has awarded 

the doctor the Nadine Gordimer prize for prose. 
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TIMELESS 

All of us waited for the magic lantern to glow 

Some chanted an unknown hymn 

Some just sat quiet, spellbound 

By the stony ambience 

Some were restless, 

Mumbling something to themselves 

Constantly squirming in their seats 

I sat motionless, without an expression 

My mind numbed from the mayhem 
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That followed the end of our era 

The day when everything stopped moving 

Time stood still, all motion frozen 

Only we could move but time didn’t 

We tried hard but couldn’t move an inch 

Into the future, 

The future promised, 

The future envisioned, 

We just couldn’t move into. 

We waited for the magic lantern to glow 

Because the glow would have meant 

That time could still move 

And we could survive. 
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Dipankar Sarkar: I am only a part-time poet residing in 

Kolkata, India. I work as the Chief Executive Officer of 

Mongia Green Foundation. Poetry is the only soulmate I 

have. I find solace in poetry when my heart bleeds. Poetry 

comes to me completely unannounced, without a notice. I 

wake up sometimes, out of an altered reality or out of a 

daydream, and voila, words just start flowing out of 

nowhere and completely inundate me, forcing me to live an 

experience of writing. 
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MEMORIES OF AN ORACLE –TAWEDES! I HEARD THE 

CAUTIONARY AFRICA*ALKEBULAN 

In the beginning – A super continent five hundred and fifty 

million years ago 

A Neoproterozoic era breaking up in Jurassic times one 

hundred and eighty eons 

Ago – A landmass baptised Gondwanaland by Eduard Suess 

from Sanskrit for 
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‘Forest of the Gonds, as Gwondwana and Laurasia formed 

the Pangea 

Supercontinent, breaking up in mid-Jurassic opening the 

Central Atlantic. 

 

ALKEBULAN – Ancient mother of mankind, Africa. Blessed 

with tropical rainforests 

As in the Congo Basin, tall and dense thirty meters high 

rising to the sky – The 

Mighty Atlas Mountains towering over three thousand 

kilometres. They say life 

begins where water flows. It sparks civilisations. It sustains 

nations. Fauna and Flora 

exist on its aura from the Nile Congo Niger Zambezi Senegal 

Limpopo and Orange 

spurting many tributaries – Each one with a distinct 

character impact and legacy... 
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Scramble for Africa – Columbus initiating the beginning of a 

humanitarian slavery 

Annihilation inspiring the extraction kidnapping shaming 

dehumanisation deletion 

Declassification and demonisation of about ten million 

Africans who survived the  

Dreaded ‘Middle Passage’ – Disembarking in North America 

the Caribbean and  

South America out of twelve million between 1525 and 

1866 from Central and  

Western Africa even in coastal raids by the Portuguese 

hungry for humans! 

In a handbill advertising a slave auction in Charleston South 

Carolina 1769 it reads: 

 

‘’To be sold, a cargo of ninety-four Prime, healthy negroes, 

consisting of thirty- 

nine men, fifteen boys, twenty-four women and sixteen 

girls JUST ARRIVED 

in the Brigantine Dembia” 
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Children born to slave mothers were also slaves, becoming 

the property of owners –  

PARTUS SEQUITUR VENTREM – Sold at markets with other 

goods and services  

Four hundred years! Eternal inherited tears scars shredded 

hearts dimming of stars! 

 

‘Bitter Fruit’ – Packed canned like fish. Chained mocked 

maimed deleted squashed 

spat out chewed drained hanged heinously disrespected – 

May the whispers of our  

paleoanthropological ancestor ‘Mrs Ples’ found in 

Maropeng South Africa heal and 

soothe their lament and eternal languishing continuing 

wounds. May you find peace eternal your memories our 

consciousness consequential and existential... 
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Don Beukes: He is a South African and British writer. He is 

the author of 'The Salamander Chronicles’, 'Icarus Rising-

Volume 1’ (ABP), an ekphrastic collection and ‘Sic Transit 

Gloria Mundi’ (Concrete Mist Press). His poetry has been 

anthologized in numerous collections and translated into 

Afrikaans, Persian, French, Kreole (Mauritius) and Albanian. 

He was nominated by Roxana Nastase, editor of Scarlet 

Leaf Review for the 'Best of the Net' in 2017 as well as the 

Pushcart Poetry Prize (USA) in 2016. He was published in 

his first SA Anthology ‘In Pursuit of Poetic Perfection’ in 
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2018 and his second 'Cape Sounds' in 2019 (Gavin Joachims 

Publishing Cape Town). He is also an amateur photographer 

and his debut Photographic publication appeared in Spirit 

Fire Review in June 2019. 

Kenneth Alexander: He is a visual artist who uses various 

media on canvas, wood or chipboard. In addition, he often 

uses mixed media - e.g., twigs, cardboard, empty tins, etc. - 

to create a 3D effect. He comes from a typical South African 

diverse historical background which encompasses an 

eclectic array of cultures, beliefs, and experiences. 
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THE AJUMMAZATION OF RACHEL 

Her social role's yoke was too heavy, 

like gold coins under the oaken tree. 

She neglected the seed of her freedom 

and honored the ajumoni creed 

to find an approved-of family. 

 

Music was her suitor when we met. 

She hoped it would assist an escape 

from knots and coils of tradition nets, 

but she dreaded she was trapped by fate. 
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She fingered and bowed her viola, 

I discovered how human its voice. 

I introduced her to rum cola, 

she liked to call it libido juice 

 

and swear that I'd be her gardener 

who would nourish her into full bloom. 

I shared the Tale of the Pardoner 

as we philosophized in my room. 

 

And we practiced our perfect duet. 

Oh, how like a viola she'd sound! 

We'd beach amidst our salt and our sweat, 

clutching like the lifeguard and the drowned. 

 

And so I took her in, to teach her 

my language of love and liberty, 
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but when she was no more a seeker 

she dropped me just short of her degree. 

 

The social role's yoke was too heavy, 

like gold coins under the oaken tree. 

She abandoned the seed of her freedom 

as she filled the ajumoni need 

to achieve approved-of family. 

 

The waves of other futures roll by. 

I hope she's consoled by her music. 

And now at last, when tears have run dry, 

string quartets just make me nostalgic. 
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Duane Vorhees: He grew up in rural Ohio, fell in love, went 

to school, fell in love, stuck his toe on bits of four 

continents, fell in love, taught and learned various subjects, 

fell in love, grew chronologically and physically. Fell in love, 

fell in love fell in love. ‘Love's Autobiography’ is the first 

part of a longer meditation, ‘The Many Loves of Duane 

Vorhees’. It is based on a lifetime of observation, 

imagination, introspection, experience, and fantasy. 
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I WILL NOT ASK FOR YOUR SKY'S MOON 

I will not ask for your sky's moon 

Neither a star of your sky  

I will never expect the wave of your river bank  

I will not ask for the soft light of your silvery full moon 

night,  

I will not mourn for the mellow lyricism of your words,  

The poetic consciousness of your poetry maybe the 

heavenly elixir. 

I will not crave for it in my mind,  
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I will not be greedy for that immersing in my thought. 

I will not be greedy for the flower petals of your garden,  

I will not let me lie on the soft grass bed of your granary. 

The whole earth may be intoxicated with the soft music 

sound of your anklet. 

My swearing oath is as strong as that of Vishma not to 

show my ear. 

The peacock may dance with your softest lyrics of music  

I will neither look nor hear it  

And can never be impatient.  

The heavenly dramas may be staged on the green land of 

your earth. 

I promise, I will keep my distance leading an ascetic, 

unattached life. 
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Dusmanta Choudhury: He is a poet residing in Jeypore, in 

the district of Koraput, Odisha, India. He a Lecturer in 

English in Dr.B.R.Ambedkar Jr. College, Lamtaput in Koraput 

district in the Department of Higher Education Government 

of Odisha. He has contributed to various anthologies. He 

has recently got the Honour of Pentasi B World Featured 

Poet 2020 Honour. He is also a member of the Pentasi B 

world Friendship Poetry, The Tunisian Asian Poetry, The 

Poetry Society, The World Nation's Writers Union, The 

Love, The Global Literary Society, The Namaste ink an 

Author's Manifesto, etc. He has also published many Odia 

and English poems. 
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POWER OF WISDOM 

Translated by Ula de B 

To Tatyana Fazlalizadeh 

Gender nor skin color 

can’t be igniters of aggression 

Experiencing the world, 

without torment from anyone, 

is a human right. 

When being broken 

must through power of wisdom 

fight the lack of understanding. 
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Defensive force 

doesn’t come from the void 

because 

the body’s color is but a hull. 

Inside it live 

memories, plans, 

dignity, 

which must not be taken away. 
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Eliza Segiet: I am a poet, playwright, residing in Tomaszow 

Maz, Poland. I work as a philosopher. I have contributed to 

various anthologies. I have also published (drama, poetry 

anthologies - 12).  My poems Questions and Sea of Mists 

won the title of the International Publication of the Year 

2017 and 2018 in Spillwords Press. I have been nominated 

for the Pushcart Prize 2019. I have been nominated for the 

iWoman Global Awards. I have won the Laureate Naji 

Naaman Literary Prize 2020. I have won the Laureate 

International Award Paragon of Hope (2020). My works can 

be found in anthologies and literary magazines worldwide. 
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VISIT 

She walked into the room and I knew it was over. 

Her smile was like an alcoholic taking a drink. 

Pulled into memories of a young 

apple tree, and the stars that sat above. The smell 

of an old El Camino and a sleeping bag 

held just enough sand to let you sleep. 
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If the days had not passed so looked over 

by others. Then perhaps the afternoon would have 

concluded differently. Thoughts would have been 

collected and weighted. The short visit had worn me out. 

 

Ferris E Jones: He writes poetry and screenplays from his 

residence in Puyallup, Washington. His work has been 

published in Se La Vie Writers Journal, Write on Magazine, 

Outlaw Poetry, Degenerate Literature 17, Tuck Magazine, 

The Literary Hatchet, Warriors with Wings and other 

literary periodicals. He is the recipient of two Grants from 

the Nevada Arts Council and published several collections 

of poetry, including To Burning Man, Oh the Path that 

Followed and As the Toad Sleeps. You can learn more about 

Ferris E. Jones by visiting www.inquisitionpoetry.com 

where each month he features the work of other poets. 
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Pic by Gauri Dixit (Mahabalipuram) 

Silence is overrated that way 

I can summon it when I want and you don't value it enough 

to summon it 

 

You speak as you breathe 

I don't speak when I breathe 

 

And breathe we do 
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Your voice fills every corner of the room  

Driving the air out 

I breathe your voice in  

Poisoning every single pore of my being 

 

It seems silence is a space 

That you have leased for ninety nine years 
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Gauri Dixit: When not busy working in her office, she is 

busy being a traveller, climbing mountains, walking on 

untrodden paths, capturing the voice of a solitary flower 

blossoming from a rock or the bird sitting on a hanging 

branch, sometimes the setting sun or the sea in her camera 

as well as in the words she weaves. Her poems speak in a 

voice which is unique, cold and direct. That she has been a 

part of many anthologies as well as a Reuel Prize awardee 

and had commendable mention at Destiny's Poet is 

incidental. In her first book, ‘In My Skin, I Find Freedom’, 

there are poems on varied subjects, yet there is a common 

thread of a skeptical questioning mind of a free woman. 
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INSEPARABLE 

I have come too far  

Leaving an illusive world I lived with you  

And stepped on a lonely path 

Where I was alone but not broken  

Distancing myself from what I used to be  

 

Between the dream sequence and the actuality  

Between the abstract and the real  

There lies a dark alley where we have lost each other  
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Like fireflies get lost in the darkness of night  

We failed to read each other's eyes 

And the numb pain sealed our lips forever.. 

 

But I could find only the fragments of me  

Leaving a part of me with you  

Carrying a part of you with me  

Lingering in the past... 

Never I found myself in whole  

It is not only you but I lost myself too… 
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Gayatree G. Lahon: Gayatree is a poet and a teacher from 

Assam. For her, poetry is a passion where she finds peace 

and solace amidst the complexities of life.  Being an 

aesthete, she finds beauty in every object of life and nature 

and her ink pours those elements in a subtle way. Her 

poems have been published in many national and 

international anthologies and web magazines. 
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Mid-ocean, 

Inside the circle 

Of a still horizon, 

I play haunting tunes 

Of lost memories 

My words sound ancient 

My boat has dropped its oars 

The waters are calm, inviting 

Should I plunge into the depths? 

Or float aimless? 
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The shores, far away, 

Are lost below the vast skies 

Of infinite love. 

 

Geeta Varma: She has been a teacher for thirty years and a 

freelance journalist. She is now an Educational Consultant 

and writes for Deccan Herald. She enjoys working with 

children and has conducted many creative workshops. Her 

interests include music, reading, writing (poems and stories 

for children) and travelling. 
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WHITE ELEPHANTS 

I see white elephants that stride gracefully, 

Not the kind the Lord of Lords would ride, 

These are desires that grow felling and trampling over 

ugliness I see all around, 

Uprooting egocentricity, megalomaniacs, space hoggers, 

queue breakers,  

Callous impoverished dreamers who don’t lift a finger to 

celebrate earth, 

The garish hawkers who consume the pavements spitting 

as and when vehicles spew past them, 
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I see my white elephants everywhere, 

Pure, hydrated, washed, plastering the garbage of 

modernity as they tread regally across stopping traffic. 

My white elephants are unchained, unleashed, rogues oh 

the sweetest kind, 

They are wishes that galloped to grow this humungous, 

 

And I watch all of mediocrity pulverised under their feet, 

For I am astride, victorious and nobody can thwart my 

dreams for a beautiful environ, 

No bribes, no tall and lofty promises, no red tape, no 

masked brigands who claim to be charitable, no grotesque 

posters of clans that claim leadership  

Just my herd of white elephants and me! 
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Geethanjali Dilip: Geethanjali takes her name seriously and 

evolves as a handful of songs. A French teacher by 

profession she contributes to several ezines and blogs. She 

is a recipient of The Reuel International award for Poetry 

2017 and also the meritorious award for commendable 

mention in Great Indian Poetry Contest 2018. Residing at 

Salem, India, Geeth believes that poetry connects and 

moves the world.  
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MEASURING TAPE 

You, the Queen, I, the crumb 'neath the table— 

Non-existent 

till you heard them exclaim I was beautiful 

smart and talented. 

And then you noticed, startled. 
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Is that when 

you started measurement points 

next to my natural growth points? 

 

For each time I lost, I shrunk in your eyes 

once again 

to the crumb on the floor. 

 

For each time I won 

you pretended you didn't know... 

 

Did it help ease the pain of when you felt you didn't 

'measure up?' 

  

So absorbed in your game 

of measuring up and down my measurements 

you forgot your own— 

that you were beautiful too! 

And smart and talented. 
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Futile traits now I guess—'cause 

you are now just a Measuring Tape. 

 

I wish I knew how to set you free of your misery— 

from the price you've paid for knowing me. 

And I'm sorry for the pain I've caused you 

albeit unwittingly for I was only a child 

 

Even now 

I wouldn’t know how to try though...'cause 

I still don't know how to measure. 
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Glory Sasikala: She is a writer, poet and publisher from 

Chennai, Tamilnadu, India. She is the Editor and Publisher 

of GloMag, the international monthly online poetry and 

prose magazine, and is administrator of the group of the 

same name on Facebook. She is the creator of ‘The Chennai 

Ladies’ series of E-books and books on Amazon.com. 
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MORE MINUTES OF LIGHT EACH DAY 

When It Is Summer in the Light, and Winter in the Shade ~ Charles Dickens 

Each day, extracts from my diary note, shimmers, 

I walk along the leafy street till the tail end of twilights 

in search of well-lit corners, 

 

So far, I can recall, the string of street lights knows this, 

all those tiny bird tweets to offer a little music giving 

an image of perfect ease, 
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I still move from one side of the pavement to the other, 

the neon signboards lose their grips like biotite’s foil 

turning into a metaphor for the evening. 

 

Car honking and the traffic signal are poring over the 

records 

of pensive and flustered faces crossing crowded street, 

hawkers’ voices pulsate in glassblowing. 

 

I check sunset and sunrise table daily; still anxious of chill  

in the air, darkness inundating the current moment, not 

knowing 

how to resist them, how to ignore them. 

 

The empty night sky cleans the distancing fatigue, the quiet 

joys of stillness slowly gather inside, seeking for more 

minutes and more hours of light each day. 
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Gopal Lahiri: I am a bilingual poet, writer, critic and 

translator residing in Kolkata. I have contributed to various 

anthologies and have also published nine volumes of poetry 

in English and eight volumes in Bengali. In addition, I have 

also jointly edited two anthologies of poems in English and 

also have one translation work of short stories of Israel, 

translated by me from English to Bengali. I have also edited 

a book on selected songs of Tagore translated in English. 

Two recently published books of mine; ‘Alleys are filled 

with future alphabets’ and ‘From Prinsep Ghat to Peer 

Panjal’ (joint book) 
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AGE 

After sixty years 

I am still an indomitable lover 

 

Your blue eyes invite me to a dreamland 

I cannot go with you 

 

Your sweet voices make me a singer 

I cannot sing a song 
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Your red lips ask for my lips 

Still I cannot swallow up your lips 

 

The peaks of your body 

Inspire me to discover all of you 

I cannot climb up 

 

In spite of your willingness 

I cannot accompany you 

As my time is over 
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Guna Moran: Guna Moran is an Assamese poet and critic. 

His poems are published in more than hundred 

international publications all over the world. His poems 

have already been translated into thirty languages of the 

world. He has three poetry books to his credit. He lives in 

Assam, India. 
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GHAZAL 

When the angels danced on their heads, in ecstasy I danced 

with angels, 

And when I started to indite the songs for skies, soul voiced 

with angels. 

 

With red petals the spring in tears is buried in my chest, 

God alone knows why I wasn't replaced with angels! 
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I would have mangled this robe if it was not kissed by 

beloved, 

This body would have mingled with soil if wasn't enlaced 

with angels. 

 

Love is the only ocean where intellect drowns to the 

depths, 

I gave up the shore when through the skies I glanced with 

angels. 

 

I thawed like sugar in water when I witnessed your 

heavenly face, 

Eyes were speaking, heart was crying but soul silenced with 

angels. 

 

Never an easy task it was to leave you but your essence lies 

with me, 

Up above I can sense your traces embraced with angels. 
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Imran Yousuf: Imran Yousuf is a Poet/Writer/Columnist/ 

Translator from Kashmir, India. Currently working as 

Columnist and Journalist, he has contributed his poems to 

various reputed magazines, journals and international 

anthologies. He has co-authored more than 10 anthologies 

and has also written a series of articles, about the great Sufi 

Poets of the Kashmir Valley (starting from 14th century), 

which were published across various newspapers and 

magazines and now being compiled into a book (to be 

launched soon). He is presently engaged in interviewing the 

current generation of great poets from the Kashmir valley. 

The articles will also be compiled and given the shape of a 

book. 
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DEEP SLUMBER 

It’s the time again  

For Mother Earth  

To aestivate 

NCov is back  

But maybe, it’s the only way 

That could Mother Earth 

Some rest  

When lockdowns are imposed  

Nature relives  

To its fullest  
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Lives are at stake, no doubt  

By this lethal virus 

Maybe, that is what happens 

When you challenge the  

Laws of nature  

Human greed is being answered now 

In its own ways 

By the nature  

When Mother Earth takes rest  

And goes to deep slumber 

Reincarnation will occur 

For the best to happen  

And make this world  

A living place  

Safe again, 

And, for all the  

Woes to dampen! 
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Jayant Singhal: I am a writer residing in Delhi, India. I am an 

Economics graduate. I have contributed to various 

anthologies in the past. 
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INCANTATION 

May we be blessed by this spring day 

as swaying branches draw etchings 

against this gathering sky. 

 

This gathering sky with patches 

of white and blue stitching 

through clouds this morning. 
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This morning when tiny nodules 

blossom from tall trees and traces 

of green cover this bare ground. 

 

This bare ground pecked by 

hungry birds bravely adding 

their song to this blessed day. 

 

Joan McNerney: Joan McNerney’s poetry has been 

included in numerous literary publications. She has four 

Best of the Net nominations. Her latest titles are The Muse 

in Miniature and Love Poems for Michael both available on 

Amazon.com and Cyberwit.net. 
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THE GATE SWUNG FREELY 

the gate swung freely 

to the sun drenched garden 

the fruit sparkled, a trinity of emeralds  

upon a fragrantly bejeweled tree 

 

the cardinals perched at the top 

called the others to join in song 

and sing they did 
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the robins in their solemn robes 

sanctified the second tier 

where seeds were stored for 

the unseen generations, so anticipated 

 

immaculate were the nests of heaven 

in which reside the inhabitants of a coming age 

the beneficiaries of eternity 

 

hand-made loaves were the chosen food 

and grapes for the gathering, the feast of mother's purpose 

 

oh, but the tree required a willing sacrifice 

 

one egg dropped to the ground, shattered 

obscured in a ritual of starlings mourning, confused 
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while the blue jay scavenged, undisturbed 

blind to the absolute tragedy unfolding at the length of a 

wing 

 

the song repeated 

clouds gathered on a horizon long abandoned 

a predestined storm 

to wash away the evidence 
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Joe Kidd: He is a multi-award-winning songwriter, speech 

writer, music/film critic, and ordained minister, inducted 

into Michigan Rock & Roll Hall of Fame 2017, recipient of 

Michigan Governor's and US House of Representatives 

certificates for work promoting Peace, Social Justice, 

Cultural Diversity. He lives in Detroit Michigan USA with 

partner, author/vocalist Sheila Burke. He has a CD titled 

Everybody Has A Purpose 2015, a book of poetry titled The 

Invisible Waterhole 2020. His works appear in benefit 

recordings, Music For Japan, and Songs For Standing Rock, 

many poetry journals. He was on tour throughout North 

America and Western Europe. 

https://www.amazon.com/Joe-Kidd/e/B089QYDXSM 

https://joekiddandsheilaburke.com/ 

https://www.amazon.com/Joe-Kidd/e/B089QYDXSM
https://joekiddandsheilaburke.com/
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SOLD OUT 

Moon is set free, - never. 

Patterned and instructed into phases - 

under the strict guidance of time..., 

moon stays booked forever. 

Sold every night 

at a high price, 

sometimes hourly or quarterly, 
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but sometimes also nascent or new moon is lost -  

at moments of dumb sigh. 

Moon smoulders and burns permanently in turns. 

 

At this sky house 

time sells blues and sparkling moonlight, 

demanding every drop 

of her yellow warmth. 

Her trained manners and pride is tore, crushed, set ablaze, 

behind closed door, locked with paid desire. 

The indifferent world outside 

freezes and perishes in despair. 

 

Priced time could never spare her, 

not even for a single night, - 

when tired, she yearns to lean 

on the ageless banyan tree 
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during some empty divinity  

out of measure;  

to melt down softly 

through the caring boughs of silence; - like butter. 

 

Kakoli Ghosh: She is a poet/short story writer from 

Durgapur, West Bengal, India. She wears many hats—a 

freelance writer, painter, beauty advisor and jewellery 

designer and has a keen interest in music and art in 

general. Apart from contributing to various anthologies, she 

has also published a poetry book. 
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WHAATCHU MITTAAI 

My first watch: of elastic rubbery candy, 

With a bow on its watch face, tied with flourish 

His expert hands, deftly tying it on my hand, 

While I stood mesmerized by his doll, who too looked like 

made of candy.. 

Her glossy frock, curly hair and rosy cheeks, 

Made her look like 'made of icing’, though a tad dusty from 

the day's exposure… 

My mother cringed visibly: "I bought you those lovely 

toffees and lollipops yesterday, didn't I?", She muttered… 

she was deftly ignored… 

"Will it tell the time…", I asked.  
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The candyman laughed… 

"All time is good time for you, paappa"…a fond pinch on 

the cheek… 

Some cheeky boy-children gathered around him… 

“We want scorpions,” they demanded.. 

The candyman frowned…it meant he had to draw out more 

sweet, 

From that sticky rainbow-hued rope extending from the 

doll… 

But business was business, fascinated I watched,  

As a whole scorpion materialized, sting and all, 

On the boy's wrist…he began to eat it greedily,  

I too had my first taste of my 'watch'… 

It was too sweet…unlike anything I'd tasted. 

I fell in love with it then and there.   

My mother sighed…resigned, she set aside  

Ten paise a day for this clandestine treat (We didn’t tell my 

dad..)  

When I was tired of eating watches... 
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I asked for butterflies, sometimes pretty ribbon bows; 

By and by, I stopped waiting for the waatchu-mittai man, 

My 'digital' watch from HMT now graced my strong wrist.  

Years later, when again I searched 

For the candy-man, it was his son in his place, 

He of course didn’t remember me, and looked at me 

mockingly  

Asking if such a grownup girl wants the candy: 

I blushed and rushed away…but I still recall that first watch 

I wore. 
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Kamar Sultana Sheik: She is a poet, writing mostly on 

themes of spirituality, mysticism, and nature with a focus in 

Sufi Poetry. Her professional career spanning 18 years has 

been in various organizations and Institutions including the 

IT sector. She is a self-styled life coach and has currently 

taken a break to focus on her writing full-time. Sultana has 

contributed to various anthologies and won several prizes 

in poetry contests. A green enthusiast, blogger and 

content-writer, Sultana calls herself a wordsmith. 
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SHIMMERS 

Pantoum Poetry Form 

quivering wildflowers waltz in meadows 

alder leaves shimmer like wings of flying teal 

cattails sway in breezes along the River Slow 

dandelions dreaming of a red rose surreal. 

 

alder leaves shimmer like wings of flying teal 

rusting old tractor by the broken tree swing 

dandelions dreaming of a red rose surreal, 

as fireworks in the valley dance and sing. 
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rusting old tractor by the broken tree swing 

cattails sway in breezes along the River Slow 

as fireworks in the valley dance and sing 

quivering wildflowers waltz in meadows. 

 

Ken Allan Dronsfield: Ken Allan Dronsfield is a disabled 

veteran and prize winning poet from New Hampshire, now 

residing in Oklahoma. A proud member of the Poetry 

Society of New Hampshire, he has five poetry collections to 

date; 'The Cellaring', 'A Taint of Pity', 'Zephyr's Whisper', 

‘The Cellaring, Second Edition’ and ‘Sonnets and Scribbles’. 

Ken's been nominated three times for the Pushcart Prize 

and six times for Best of the Net. He was First Prize Winner 

for the 2018 and 2019, Realistic Poetry International Nature 
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Poetry Contests. He has recently begun producing Creative 

Content on his YouTube channel and has had wonderful 

success sharing his poetry. Ken loves writing, 

thunderstorms, and spending time with his cats Willa and 

Yumpy. 
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Breathe freedom 

Because the air is free 

Breathe equality 

Because the air doesn't discriminate 

Breathe justice 

Because the air is just and fair 

Breathe change 

Because the air is not static 

Breathe science 

Because the air is not a matter of faith 
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Kerala Varma: He hails from Chirakkal (Kannur). He is a 

former Deputy General Manager of State Bank of India and 

lives in Chennai with his wife Chitra. He is an amateur 

writer, who believes in “simple living, simple thinking”, 

welcoming enrichers of life like love, humour, long walk, 

the river, sea, mountain, books, music and Internet and 

avoiding complicaters of life like greed, anger, ambition, 

sentimentalism, sexism, god, rituals, religion and 

superstitions. 
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UNDER THE LEMON TREES 

I dream in poetry, in a language I hold dear. 

I sit under the fragrant lemon trees, with a touch of tangy, 

sour, sweet and bittery imagery! 

 

It's a place where Spring unfolds, with vibrant bees and 

butterflies, maybe where dark storms blow, 

where rain rushes in and dreams her songs, 
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where I can lay, in cool shades and talk with God, and 

praise the immense and the beautiful. 

 

That's where my mind speaks in rhythms. 

Wraps the now in passionate feelings and colours, and 

truth, is a gift wrapped box! 

Poetry for me is real, painted with tears,  

laced with fears, yet interlocked with joys I can dip into. 

Poetry for me is soul joy, often spiritual and deep… 

And heals me like a prayer! 

 

Poetry for me is often gentle and subtle, kind and just. 

It is who I am... a give and take! 

Intimacy in poetry is a prelude to a love affair, 

an unorthodox romance, written with care, 

with delectable words, metaphors and imagery... 

unstructured, often unplanned, straight from my heart... 

challenging, subtle, mysterious, surprising, 

A glorious love affair! 
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Under the happy lemon trees... 

With white blooms and golden fruits, 

intimate thoughts become the seeds, 

and freedom of feelings, are my prayer beads. 

 

Ketaki Mazumdar: I am a poet, a dreamer and an author. I 

reside in Mumbai, India, but grew up in Kolkata. After an 

amazing thirty-six years of being an educationist, receiving 

a National Award from the then President, Dr. Abdul Kalam, 

I now indulge in my passion for writing poetry and 

authoring children's books. I have contributed my poems to 

many poetry sites and authored a boutique book of 

hundred poems, for private circulation. I continue to learn, 

be awed by nature's beauty and mystery, human 

relationships and the spirituality of life and death. 
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BY THE SIDE OF ANN 

Every moment looking at Ann’s tender eyes 

they squirmed as if smitten by the nail; 

Who will share the agony of parents 

pushing the wheel chair of an ill-fated girl? 

Years back I felt a pang when I saw her 

but it was a ripple in a truant; 

Now, as I ripe thru’ the chain of years 

fume at Nature tarring the crescent. 

I could imagine her blushing at a fair youth 
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caressing flowers, dreaming of a bright morrow; 

But she has lost all that lend life charm 

kenneled to a spirit numbed in sorrow. 

No! away with all pet fancies! I wish 

I spend only a few hours by her side, 

telling sweet tales and as she laughs 

caress the bright brown hair on her head. 

 

K.S.Subramanian: I am a poet and short story writer living 

in Chennai. I have published two volumes of verse through 

Writers Workshop, Kolkata. I have nine published short 

stories and also poems in several anthologies. ‘Dreams’ got 

the Asian Age prize. 
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MOONS OF DESIRE 

You say you catch moons of desire 

Between heaving breasts, 

You say you smell the sensual, 

Flavoured tan of coffee 

In the swivelling hips under mini skirts 

In circles of vigorous flesh 

Underlining halters. 

 

Yet I am sure you can do no such thing---- 

The sizzling seat of perennial passion 
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Remains still undiscovered 

And painfully secreted. 

 

Those limbs and thighs 

Which you hunt down for  

Morsels of dead flesh  

Cannot sing out the music of the soul 

Nor the words of perennial love 

Nor the sighs of hot passion 

Nor the agony of joyful erotica. 

 

When the rains drench the overcast mind 

With wet serenity,  

When you can hear me speak 

In the silence of longing tears 

When hearts resonate in the vibrancy  

Of the monsoon melodies 

When mad kites prance across the horizon  
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When the music of the blue shines through  

Your eyes into mine in wrenching separation 

When kisses become pure blooms 

 

Only then can you hold  

Those moons of desire, 

Those songs of trumpeting love 

Within the folds of our warm quilt. 
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Laksmisree Banerjee: Prof. Dr. Laksmisree Banerjee is an 

established Poet, Writer, Literary Critic and Educationist. 

She is a Senior Fulbright Scholar &Professor (USA), 

Commonwealth Scholar (UK), National Scholar & Gold 

Medalist of Calcutta University, India, UGC Post-Doctoral 

Research Awardee and Founder Vice Chancellor of Kolhan 

University, India. She has five published Books of Poetry 

and several Research Books and One Hundred Twenty 

Academic Publications primarily on diverse areas of Poetry, 

Culture and Literature. Dr. Banerjee is also a Gold Medalist 

in Indian Classical Music and an established Radio, Stage & 

TV Vocalist of India, having performed globally. 
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WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW 

you know me by Leroy 

you know me by Clee 

but you don't know the fight 

on the inside of me 

 

you know that Bernadette 

is my mother 

you might know that I never had 

a father, sister or brother 
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you might know  

that I dropped out of school 

yes I did  

and I was called a fool 

 

you might know that I used drugs 

and ran around with a gun 

I've been saved by grace 

and with my old lifestyle I'm done 

 

you might know 

that Eileen is my wife 

indeed she is 

and that's for life 

 

you might know that we have 

two sons and a daughter 
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I believe that they are 

overcomers and conquerors 

 

i bet you know 

that I love to write poetry 

a gift from God 

unto me 

 

no eye has seen, no ear has heard 

nor did it enter the heart of man what God has in store for 

me 

 

it does not matter  

to whomever you go 

that is something 

you'll never know 
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Leroy Abrahams: He lives in South Africa, Port Elizabeth, 

Helenvale. He currently works as a Spot Welder at a Motor 

Industry Firm. He is a Published Author and enjoys writing 

poetry. His first book entitled, ‘Verse en Inspirasie’ was 

published by Selwyn Milborrow (Milborrow Media). His 

second book entitled, ‘Testimony in Poetry’ was published 

by Bevan Boggenpoel, and the third book entitled, ‘In 

Pursuit of Poetic Perfection,’ which he wrote together with 

Bevan Boggenpoel, Selwyn Milborrow, and Don Beukes was 

published by Milborrow Media. His poetry describes 

himself and how God has transformed his life. He is also a 

member of a Master Class group of writers as well as 

Afrikaanse Digters. 
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ORCHARD’S JOY 

I stand tall within this orchard. 

 

Pecans fall off my branches like raindrops. 

 

I hear below me the cracking and snapping 

of the husks caused by many creatures. 

I hear animals gathering those dropped brown pearls of 

wisdom. 

They open them like fortune cookies, 

and from within them, they hear 

nature’s wisdom being broadcast: 
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Examine everything closely. 

Learn from your senses. 

Play is a great way to learn. 

Turn inward when it’s your time to die. 

The nighttime hides the most secret of facts. 

 

All heed those insights: 

The zigzagging deer or coyote, 

waddling raccoons, 

hopping and skittering mice and red squirrels, 

chattering birds, 

lumbering cows, 

strutting turkeys, 

and the ever wandering possum. 

 

I speak to the animals by virtue of my fruits, 

and in return, I receive much joy  
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from watching them frolic at my feet. 

 

It is the most delightful of exchanges. 

 

Linda Imbler: I am a poet residing in Wichita, Kansas, USA. I 

am a life-long learner who has spent the shutdown learning 

the location of all 197 countries around the world, and 

learning how to read Braille. I have contributed to various 

anthologies. I have nine published poetry collections and 

one hybrid collection of short stories and linked poetry.  

Learn more at lindaspoetryblog.blogspot.com. 
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OUR RELATIONSHIP 

Irrespective of the differences we have, we have something 

in common. Regardless of all the hindrances, we never let 

the fire within us settled down. We succumbed to it and 

made it burn our soul persistently. Nevertheless, the storm, 

the flood could put a cover to it. We, some way or the 

other, discovered the path to overcome. These are the 

pedestals of this relationship: a bond of exploring and 

exploration; a tie of perfection and precision; and a 

connection of respect and resilience. Life turned its table 

when we met. Things started rotating; the scenario became 

pink. From the pink cuisine, the floral designs took a new 

shape. This is the fragrance of trust and faith. This is the 

essence of belief in one’s own self, the invigorating energy 

of reshaping our Earth with novel hope. Reviving the 

dreams with red sparkles, reassessing our conduct with 
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modifications, this is the uniqueness of this relationship. 

Probably life is ready to give us a second chance of revival, 

the second thought of measuring our yardstick and 

following the path we desired. 

Yes, we departed. 

Because there was nothing in our hands then to keep us 

attached. 

But that day when we met, we realized the fire from our 

eyes. Both the transfixed eyes expressed all the closed 

encounters that we are facing. 

The exchange of glances revived all the dear things we 

loved. 

The burning faces resembled how much we missed each 

other during these years. 

The situation in the meantime has changed. The passing 

years have shown its impact on our resemblance. But how 

could our heart buzz the same way as it did earlier? How 

could our words choke in our throats as it did earlier? 

Interestingly, we wavered over a million thoughts before 

uttering our names from our lips. Our lips also knew that 

we are jabbering. Words for us were just irrelevant; it’s 

only our hearts that know the depth. 
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Our relationship is distinct because irrespective of any 

common and uncommon speculation, a link persists. It is 

living among the priorities. The day shines with the smile of 

flowers, with the music of swinging trees, and the chirping 

of birds. The colour of red waves from the radiant Sun adds 

to the morning a distinguishing colour of brightness. But 

the grin of my cheeks is linked with your arrival from the 

corridor of reserved barrage. My horrendous hours of 

waiting relinquish in the same moment. I was left to search 

for words to shape up my expression. Thousands of 

thoughts that were piling up in me in the hours of waiting 

were suddenly lost in between the clouds. I then search for 

the appropriate words and feelings to express my anxiety. 

The words come out in a singular version. Perhaps the 

plural medium of expression is transformed to one 

common version of some particular expression.  Jittery, I 

babble. Within a limited period of time, I wanted to share 

the mouthful emotional jolts. In those stringent moments 

you capitulate brilliantly through your lines. I, as mute 

adorer, attempt to gasp the meaning behind the veil. I 

could feel that your fascination has redesigned my attire 

and retained my red glow. The impact of the evergreen 

cuckoo is spreading its music in me flamboyantly. I could 

now match the tap of the contemporary beat more 

effectively than before. To sum up, you are my hay, you are 
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my sunshine of the day. After the pleasurable moments 

when you encapsulate yourself among the cosy 

circumference, my heart sinks. I work hard to reach for you. 

I explore the dictum of likeness and favouritism. I fabricate 

the ideology of benevolence with a novel aroma. This 

aroma douses me throughout the day to keep on waiting. 

Thus is the boon of this relationship. 
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Lopamudra Mishra: She resides in Bhubaneswar Orissa. 

She completed her graduation in English Hons from 

Sailabala Women’s college, Cuttack and post-graduation in 

English from Ravenshaw University, Cuttack. Her 

fascination for writing came from her grandfather and 

father from an early age. Writing for her is the powerful 

medium of expression. Her poems have been published in 

many magazines and anthologies. Her works include her 

very own published books: ‘Rhyme Of Rain’, ‘First Rain’, 

’Tingling Parables’, and ‘Rivulet Of Emotions’. 
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IF ONLY I COULD 

If only I could erase all hatred in this world 

Not a trace of vilification or any insults hurled 

If only I could make people to love each other 

Smiling, laughing, enjoying life together 

 

The atrocities on weaker section to end 

All humans are equal, the message be send 

Share your wealth with the ones in need 

You will surely be rewarded for this deed  
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Teach our children the value of honesty 

Never to lie, live our life with dignity  

Instil in them the virtue of integrity 

Compassion and the necessity of charity  

 

If only I could stop people from fighting 

It is not worth it, it’s harmful and hurting 

If only I could destroy all weapons from the earth 

The negativity to vanish only will remain mirth  

 

Our universe will then become so beautiful 

Serene, a world of love, joyful, utterly wonderful 
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Lubna Ahmed: She is a Certified Master NLP (Neurological 

Linguistic Programming) Practitioner; NLP Workshop 

Facilitator and Soft Skills trainer; and Certified Advanced 

Life Coach. She conducts SuperKoolKids Art Therapy 

workshops. She resides in Delhi with her family. She has 

managed to carve a niche for herself in the literary world by 

her ever so simple 'Love poems'. ‘Princess Lubna’ is her pen 

name, her writers’ identity. Her love poems are spiritual 

and have a Mystical Aura. She has written many poems for 

National and International Anthologies. She is an avid 

traveller. 
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On a cold dark evening 

After the sun went down 

Cold chills of winters 

Slowly settled in 

Embers crackling  

in the fire place 

Sip of kahwa and folk songs 

The work goes on 

Finishing with finesse  

The cashmere in the loom 

Beautiful artistry 
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Intricately woven 

Soft feathery texture 

 

Whizzing past moon 

Canopy of stars 

Reflecting its shine 

Chills and rigour 

Soft snow 

Fluffy and white 

Caressing the panorama 

With its beautiful hue 

Trying to keep warm 

As the cold night shivers 

Covered in the patchy Phiran 

The eyes sparkle with the Pashmina getting woven! 
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Madhu Jaiswal: She is a poet, writer, editor and a social 

worker based in Kolkata, India. She has got published in 

various national and international anthologies and is 

regularly featured in popular literary magazines and e-

zines. As an executive editor of The Impish Lass Publishing 

House Mumbai, she has 5 anthologies to her credit. Madhu 

is a friendly, optimistic and compassionate person who 

believes in humanity and volunteers for the upliftment of 

the underprivileged and destitute. According to her, hope, 

belief, and perseverance are the powerful mantras that 

have the ability to pave our path towards success no matter 

what. Her writings often revolve around these keywords. 

She can be contacted at madhuj2203@gmail.com. 
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.....LIGHT THE LAMP 

Light the lamp to awake  

For the triumph over the fake  

Light the lamp for the world  

Scourging in the trap of ignorance 

Let sensibility prevail like fragrance 

Fragrance of wisdom, enlightenment 

Integrated, right pathway, entertainment 

Light the lamp 

World compete for progress 

Leaves no stone unturned, efforts rigorous 
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Light the lamp  

Latent enemy of world is materialism 

Acute need of the sparks of spiritualism 

Spread the light of peace, containment 

Realize the cause, effect of disagreement 

Be a powerful light like Sun 

Come out of every storm unshaken 

Flexible trees bend down when adverse situations 

Stand erect after the cyclonic conditions 

Light the lamp to destroy darkness 

Of mind, environment, consciousness 

Let the world smile, no confront 

As a shadow of your delight 

Light the lamp, keep brighten 

Let the darkness be beaten 

Let the enemy be beaten 

Light the lamp... 
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Manjula Asthana Mahanti: She is a bilingual poet, author, 

translator and editor. She has worked in a prestigious 

college as Head of the Department, and she last worked as 

a Public School Principal. She has published six books, in 

both English and Hindi. She has published short stories, 

poems, and articles in many national and international 

anthologies, e-magazines, OPA, Glomag, Setu, etc. 
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she is calm  

in this world full of  

turmoil  

like a walking  

moonbeam 

wild-eyed and coursing  

damaged petals  

don't bother her  

anymore  
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becoming a wildflower  

herself  

her each part  

bellows her story  

her soul is a storm  

deeper than the ocean  

she is a poem  

alone of her own.  
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Mehak Varun: She is the author of three books - THE 

HUMANE QUEST (volume-1,2 &3), published by 

Authorspress, New Delhi. She is born and brought up in 

Jammu and settled in Chandigarh. She has been bestowed 

with ‘100 Inspiring Authors of India’ award in Kolkata. She 

has also been honoured with the 'Women Of Influence 

2019' award. Recently, she has been awarded Gitesh-Biwa 

Memorial Award of excellence for her article on woman 

power “I Just Need A Chance”. 
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WOMAN OF SUBSTANCE 

Cheerful little baby girl 

With cute bubbly looks 

Dimpled chins and curly locks 

Her carefree childhood life 

With no difficulties or worries 

She enjoyed with her friends 

Growing from her precious childhood 

To a teen and an adult graciously 

Learning more to be independent 

Gained more knowledge as she bloomed 
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Her unblemished innocence robbed off 

But the childhood fresh in her memories 

In every move she made she was wiser 

Her life was like an empty canvas 

And she as an artist started 

Painting every wish of hers in vibrant hues 

Wisdom like a child grew with her 

And she’s a woman of substance 

Standing proud with flying colours 

She’s a lady with class and attitude 

She’s beautiful in her own unique way 
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Merlyn Alexander: I'm a poetess residing in Nagercoil, 

India. I'm a housewife. My passion includes writing, 

cooking, and painting. I have contributed to many 

anthologies. I have published six books in Haiku Poetry. I'm 

currently waiting for my first anthology of English poems to 

be published soon. 
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COLD GRAY 

Below the clouds 

forming in my eyes, 

your soft eyes, 

delicate as warm silk words, 

used to support the love I held for you. 

 

Cold, now gray, the sea tide 

inside turns to poignant foam 

upside down separates- 

only ghosts now live between us. 
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Yet, dreamlike, fortune-teller, 

bearing no relation to reality- 

my heart is beyond the sea now. 

A relaxing breeze sweeps 

across the flat surface of me. 

I write this poem to you, 

neglectfully sacrificing our love. 

I leave big impressions 

with a terrible hush inside. 

Gray bones now bleach with memories, 

I’m a solitary figure standing 

here, alone, along the shoreline. 
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Michael Lee Johnson: He lived ten years in Canada during 

the Vietnam era and is a dual citizen of the United States 

and Canada. Today he is a poet, freelance writer, amateur 

photographer, and small business owner in Itasca, DuPage 

County, Illinois. Mr. Johnson is published in more than 1098 

new publications, and his poems have appeared in 40 

countries, he edits, publishes ten poetry sites. Michael Lee 

Johnson has been nominated for 2 Pushcart Prize awards 

poetry 2015/1 Best of the Net 2016/2 Best of the Net 2017, 

2 Best of the Net 2018. Two hundred seventeen poetry 

videos are now on YouTube: 

https://www.youtube.com/user/poetrymanusa/videos 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/user/poetrymanusa/videos
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FIREFLIES 

Basically it was our signaling system,  

Purely desi, jugaad thing, 

I would suddenly brighten the flame of the oil lamp,  

Loadshedding days being common in our growing years,  

Specially during group study,  

And she would lessen it,  

This would continue for two or three circles,  
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Till we both smiled,  

Our teacher, the local boy who had passed graduation and 

looking for a job, 

Would rebuke us for being so careless about studies, 

But we really did not mind his rebukes, 

 

For we had fireflies in us,  

Fireflies. 

 

Moinak Dutta: I am a poet and novelist, residing at Kolkata. 

I work as a teacher. I have contributed to various national 

and international anthologies. I have got two published 

fictions to my credit. My third fiction will be published 

soon. I have worked as editor of several anthologies. 
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I'm in love with your kiss 

On my cheek or forehead 

While I'm asleep, in my pyjamas  

My hair's a mess, and my posture  

God knows what! 

 

I'm in love with your hug 

That you give me from behind 

While I'm in the kitchen, soaked in sweat 

My nails are yellow from all those curry masalas 

And skin all pale from that heat. 
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I love it when you ask me, 

"What's wrong?" 

Just because I'm not my usual self, 

The one that you know so well! 

 

I imagine myself sometimes, 

In a hospital bed, bald, old and 

Forgetful!  

But I see you there, still holding my  

Wrinkled hands, gently, with care. 

 

I love the freedom of being around you, 

Without any makeup, outside or inside 

And just be the person I am, without the fear of 

Losing you! 
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Because I know what love is, now! 

It's not the appearance that attracts you. 

It's the bond that attaches, in best and in worst. 

In life and beyond. 

 

Nazia Islam: I am a teacher, currently residing in Dhaka, 

Bangladesh. As an Early Childhood Educator by profession, 

my dream is to make a difference in the world by shaping 

the minds of the future generation. I write out of passion 

and sometimes, out of whim. I love nature, books and 

simplicity, and the sound of rain. 
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https://praisezion.com/ 

THE NONAGENARIAN DEITY 

The nonagenarian deity 

Instrumentalist, folklorist 

Instrument of folklore; 

Mike Ejeagha. 

 

In tongues and gongs 

Songs; sung and unsung 

Climbing rungs to right wrongs; 

Melting hills like wax. 

https://praisezion.com/
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The beautiful rainbow 

That dazzles against shackles, 

The handsome glow 

That twinkles even with wrinkles. 

 

Male, now pale 

Tale even of gale 

Voice of the ancestors 

Flute of the kindred spirit 

Tune, concordance, trumpet 

Melody and harmony; 

Mike Ejeagha. 

 

The nonagenarian deity 

Festival of folklores, 

Spirit of the gods 

The legacy, the heritage. 
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Mike Ejeagha 

Anchor of tales 

Succour of tails 

Ripples on marble, 

Legend of the seeker. 

 

The golden voice 

The diamond nuance 

Platinum echo, 

Hero of the land 

Warrior of the people; 

Mike Ejeagha. 

 

Eulogies and elegies 

Solemn assembly of the gods 

Gathering of the spirits 

The archive, the archivist. 
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Mike Ejeagha 

Tales by moonlight 

Realities by sunlight 

Leisure by daylight 

Pleasure by broad daylight, 

A legend gentleman. 

 

At ninety and one 

You fought and won, 

A unique nonagenarian 

A prolific Nigerian, 

Mike Ejeagha; 

Another wonder of the world. 
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Ngozi Olivia Osuoha: I am a poet/writer/thinker residing in 

Nigeria. I currently enjoy my work as a writer; I have 

contributed to over forty international anthologies. I have 

also published three poetry books and co-authored one, 

and published over two hundred and fifty poems/articles in 

over twenty countries. Some of my pieces have been 

translated and published in different languages too. 
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THE ENVIABLE TALE OF SHAHRUKH SHORT CIRCUIT 

Love is not love if you fall in it. Rise! 

My humiliation at the hands of Abba Miyan in full public 

view has become a ritual, and it doesn't hurt my feelings 

anymore. When all sentiments are launched in love's losing 

battle what is left to feel?! From friends and relatives to 

neighbours, the whole society has turned hostile: as if I 

care! The fault lies in my stars that I fell in love; no no, not 

love for self but love for Shama. My twice sent proposal of 

marriage had been thrice rejected by her pot-bellied father. 

Shama too thought that my love for her was a 

timepass.Now tell me, who loves as time passes err for the 

passing of time? She said if my love wasn't a passing fancy, I 

must prove my worth. Fate wasn't contended with failing 

me in school exams that I had to pass tests in this wretched 
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love too! Look at the countless wounds on my body; trust 

me, her brothers have Sunny Deol arms. I am no less a 

swashbuckler, but who in his sane mind will ever inflict an 

injury on the saaley? I mean brothers-in-law, else I could 

have opened their skulls and produced before you the cow-

dung inside.  

I wish people had called me Majnu or at least Parwana for 

loving Shama, but I am defamed as Rangeela in this city. I 

had gulped down a barrel full of paint in an attempt of 

suicide yet am a living personification of the proverb 'No 

Paint (or is it frost?) can kill, whom God scorns (or is it 

keeps?). What not I did in the quest of her love! I bought 

new clothes from Zainab Market. Someone told me that 

sparkling teeth enhances good looks, so I shunned Gutka (I 

don't know what is that called in English, I was a failure, I 

reiterate) transitioning to green snuff and sniffed and 

sniffed to no avail. She was as adamant in her turndown as 

I was on a turn on, oops, love. My blood used to boil on 

seeing her standing in the balcony and squandering the 

Telenor Talk Shawk call package on that Lyari loafer, 

Shahrukh short circuit fixer, an electrician! How I wish her 

soft, melodious voice had flowed in my ears too. What 

could I do? What can a fan of Majrooh Sultanpuri do if he is 

ordained, 'Uthae jaa unkey sitam.' I wish Majrooh sahab 
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had some premonition of the superlative of torment Shama 

has the ability to inflict upon her hapless lovers!  

Before long, Shama's engagement card arrived and she 

stopped standing in the balcony too. My eyes starved for a 

sight of hers and so too those of many others. Everybody: 

the Thekedaars, Jagirdaars, Waderas, Chaudhries, young 

and old, widowers, divorcees and bachelors alike waited for 

a sight of hers and why not? Half of Shama's beauty was 

twice more than Kareena Kapoor and Katrina Kaif put 

together. But none from any of those great lovers of hers 

had the strength of destiny that Short Circuit had. He 

imposed a burqa upon the fair face and soon whisked away 

Shama altogether on a mere name of a meher of two cents. 

So friend, that's how I reached here, the Opium Park, and 

now that you are here in the same affliction as mine, 

welcome to fosla (frustrated one-sided love affair) let's roll 

a joint. If there is a heaven on earth, it's here, it's here, it's 

here. 
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Nikhat Mahmood: She is an English Lecturer, a short story 

writer and an occasional poet, she has translated from 

Urdu to English and also transliterated in Hindi, a book of 

poems ‘Zard PattoN ki Shawl’ written by a prominent 

Pakistani poet, several of her stories have been published 

in various anthologies and magazines. She is currently 

working on her debut book of short stories, Scent of the 

Bitter Almonds and a novel, Revived Oaths. She lives in 

Karachi with her husband and two children. 
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AMBER OF SPRING…! 

Dripped in mist the old path melts, 

As if, 

Incense sticks are burning for the evening. 

Weaving a mystic gossamer of fragrance  

And smoke, 

Tickles the gypsy mind, 

And there the avalanche of thoughts..! 

 

Releasing the turfs of memories,  

Caged birds get their wings at last, 
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Where she falls and flies, 

Cascade and its droplets  

In their white stainless clade…! 

 

Illuminating the forgotten path, 

The glowworm, 

In the darkest alley of memory lane, 

As the night crawls in the backyard of the village, 

There the dawn of the reverie in her world, 

Burning all creepy darkness,  

She yells, for; the evening is slaved…! 

 

And in that scorched darkness, 

She rides in full throttle the chariot of verses  

As if to avenge the murder of her life 

 Woman residing in her blooming like amber of spring…!  
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Nitusmita Saikia: Nitusmita Saikia, a bilingual writer from 

Assam, India is presently working as instructor in National 

Cadet Corps; world largest youth organisation. She is a keen 

worshiper of literature. She has been writing for magazine 

like FM, GloMag, Tuck, and for local newspapers in both 

English and in her mother tongue Assamese. Her poems 

have been published in many national and international 

anthologies.   
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PAST VS PRESENT: CHILDHOOD EDITION 

Those days spent wishing we were grown up 

just so we could wear heels and dabble in makeup 

Now we wish we were young again 

just so we could feel the joy of knowing no pain 

Those days spent wishing the rain would go away 

just so we could spend more time at play 

Now we wish it would rain all day 

just so we could feel less guilt about being cooped 

indoors all May 

Those days spent wishing we could come home after a long 

trip 
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just so we could boast that we had been on a cruise ship 

Now we wish we could go on holiday 

just so we could be far far away 

 

Nivedita Karthik: She is a graduate in Immunology from the 

University of Oxford and an accomplished Bharatanatyam 

(Indian classical dance form) dancer. Her poems have 

previously appeared in Glomag, Society of Classical Poets, 

The Ekphrastic Review, The Epoch Times, Eskimo Pie 

Literary Journal, The Poet (Christmas issue), The Sequoyah 

Cherokee River Journal, Bamboo Hut, and Visual Verse. 
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TOUCHED BY AN ANGEL 

This was the time I was living with my husband and baby 

son in an apartment complex in the city of Clearwater, 

Florida. I lived in a beautiful townhome and my days were 

filled with household chores and taking care of my son. One 

of my favorite activities was to go for a walk around the 

property with the baby in his stroller. Every evening I used 

to see a very dignified and pleasant elderly gentleman, park 

his car opposite my home and go into his house. Before he 

closed his door, he would turn around and raise his hand in 

greeting. 

Seeing Mr. John as he was called by all there every evening 

became a routine. He never stopped to speak to me, but 

always acknowledged my presence. A few months later, I 

was walking on the path in the late evening. As I stood 
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under a tree to briefly take a break, I felt a slight rustle and 

a fleeting sensation of a feather light touch on my head. I 

looked up startled, but the branches were high above me… 

I forgot the fact that I had not seen Mr. John that evening 

and I was going about my usual business. I continued my 

stroll with my baby sleeping soundly in his stroller and 

when I came back to my block, the apartment manager, 

Josie was standing near my door. 

‘Padmini, do you know Mr. John passed away this morning 

suddenly?” She informed in a hushed voice. I was shocked 

and we both spoke the usual mundane things that people 

do when they hear of disturbing news. After she left, I went 

into my apartment, feeling a little sad, but the chore of 

making dinner took precedence over anything. I told my 

husband about our neighbor and he expressed his 

sympathy. 

After some time, when I sat down for my evening 

meditation, I had a thought that the touch I had felt was 

Mr. John’s. He had to greet me, from wherever he was 

gone. I felt a fleeting sadness, but the fact that the gentle 

soul that was Mr. John had communicated with me made 

me felt moved and I felt that I had been touched by an 

angel. 
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Padmini Rambhatla: I am a poet, teacher and homemaker 

residing in Chennai, India. I work as a high school English 

teacher. I have contributed to Glomag and my children’s 

school magazine. I have not published anything so far but in 

the near future, I will. I also enjoy painting in different 

mediums, watching movies and listening to music. 
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The world is throbbing 

Sometimes out of love, 

At times it throttles in wrath, 

And from time to time 

It lurches in uncertainty, 

Or is shattered beyond rebound 

But it survives everything 

Never complaining or fuming; 

There are times I want to sing 

The most passionate song 

Yet, I allow the poignancy 
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Of it all to engulf me... 

And instead of analysing, 

Wording and coloring it 

With my sensibilities, 

In utter silent surrender 

I allow it to take or endow 

Whatever it can or should. 

Ah, how they work on me 

As feelings run through 

Sometimes a tear in my eye, 

Or anger on my curled lips, 

As goosebumps on my arms, 

As fear reverberating around me 

But I bask in ever journeying love 

Whenever she decides to visit me 

Leaving me courage and joy to last me a lifetime 

Till I feel loved and cherished again. 
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Panjami Anand: I am an occult practitioner by profession. 

Sometimes it helps to know that we are all fighting secret 

battles and we are not the only ones in pain. I love to 

observe human relationships and nothing inspires my 

writing more. Thus, the dominating theme of all my 

writings are conflicts and triumphs of the same. 
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THE SLUMBERING BEAUTY 

My eyes feast on the live grandeur 

of the heavenly abode, colourful. 

The cerulean terrain bedecked wholly 

with small pink flowers smiling all over 

busy weaving apparels of gossamer silk  

to mask the nudity of mother earth; 

 

With too many stars speckled, the azure sky 

looks like the nuptial bed for the moon 

bestowing serenity to the night atmosphere    

gracious in charm and style, infectious, 
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makes my mind spin its own tales. 

The moon seems to be ecstatic to the core 

owning the deer tucked to her chest. 

 

Water in the rivulet appears calm  

like an austere yogi in his penance deep 

wearing a turquoise tender loin cloth, 

to distract it, vile of Apsaras proves futile. 

 

It seems the earth is in deep slumber 

unaware of its own charm, beauty and goodness. 
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Pankajam: Pankajam, retired from BHEL as DM/Finance is a 

bilingual poet and novelist settled at Chennai, India. In 

addition to several poems, book reviews and articles 

published in national and international journals, she has 

twenty-four books to her credit, including thirteen books of 

poems, a translated poetry collection in French and three 

fictions in English. Three books on literary criticism, viz., 

Femininity Poetic Endeavours, History of Contemporary 

Indian English Poetry-An Appraisal and Socio-Cultural 

Transition in Modern Indian English Writing & Translation 

discuss her works in detail. She has won many awards for 

poems and short stories, including Rock Pebbles National 

Literary Award 2019. 
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EVOLUTION INVOLVES ELIMINATION 

As I am growing older,  

I am becoming wiser it seems. 

In youth I used to crave for friendship. 

I reached out to make friends. 

Friends came and went 

 Like the ebb and flow of tide. 

So many friends all around. 

It was as if a happy heaven I had found. 
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As I grew older and aged. 

Gradually I started finding genuineness in them. 

Jealousy and envy took many far away. 

Insecurities crept in them in many ways. 

Don’t know why I felt sad  

At loss of friends of many kinds. 

Then I realized evolution involves elimination. 

They were not friendships but mere fascinations. 
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Paramita Mukherjee Mullick: I have transformed from a 

scientist to a poet. I have six books to my credit. Some 

poems of mine have been translated into 39 languages and 

my poems have been widely published in India and abroad. 

I started and am the President of the Intercultural Poetry 

and Performance Library Mumbai Chapter. I live in 

Mumbai, India with my husband and daughter. 
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I want to become a Verb 

No point in being a Noun 

Action 

Excitement 

Adventure 

Work 

Indulging in an action 

Orgasmic coupling 

Creative search through the thick forest 

Let me become a verb 

Who would like to join me 

I will turn you into a verb too. 
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Parasuram Ramamoorthi: He is a poet with three 

published volumes of Poetry. Norwich Musings (2003); Fire 

courts Water 2009; Neem Gita 2011; Playwright with 

twelve plays published and Performed. Autism Advocate 

and Pioneer in the file of Drama for Autism. Chairman 

VELVI www.velvi.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.velvi.org/
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OCEAN IS 

inside, and all around us landlocked folk. 

We rise up to join waves of sky and cloud. 

We fall upon the world in downpours soak. 

We run down windows, gutters river loud. 

 

We swap pleasures seas between each other. 

Lobster potting boat Venture Who Cares rests 
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on cobbles like a caught ancient lobster, 

lobbed back as it's paid its dues, worked its best because its 

paid its dues 

 

Awaits ocean to cover it once more 

We are the tides pulled to and fro by moon. 

We are lap whose wash and crash shapes the shore, 

whose stillness reflects constellations womb. 

 

Water never rests and neither do we. 

We are droplets, each one an Inland sea. 
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Paul Brookes: I am a writer residing in Wombwell, England. 

I work as shop assistant. I have contributed to various 

anthologies. I have also published five poetry books. 

Forthcoming is another poetry collection called Ghost 

Holiday (Alien Buddha Press, 2018). My book ‘Please Take 

Change’ was published by Cyberwit recently. 
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TEA TIME POETRY 

You tell me stories in a teacup 

Weaving nostalgia within those leaves 

And a forgotten aroma in the steam 

You pour as rain on the roof 

And fall as words on the paper 

You sway like breeze 

And comfort like your true self... 
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Prabha Prakash: I am a poet residing in Kochi, Kerala. I am 

a Chartered Accountant and work as Senior Auditor at EY. 

My first poetry anthology "Lost Monsoon" has been 

published by Writers Workshop Kolkata. I have been 

selected for the Reuel International Poetry Prize 2019. 
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THE MYSTERIOUS WOMAN 

How come asleep you are 

When my soft knock  

On your petal like delicate eyes 

Still fully alive, 

 

When the whispering breath 

Of my being 

Yet to form a wall, 

 

While the incessant search for words   

In your quivering lips by my fingertips   

Still continuing, 
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How could you sleep? 

When the entire world is awakened 

Just to have a glance of you. 

 

If n't a tight embrace  

Let there be a hug at least 

In between light and darkness 

In the courtyard of heart. 

 

May somebody 

Halt the night, 

Let it n't immerse in the dawn. 

I am yet to trace the mysterious 

Woman. 
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Prahallad Satpathy: Dr. Prahallad Kumar Satapathy, who 

hails from Odisha (India), is a bilingual poet writing both in 

Odia and English. He is a retired Associate Professor of 

Economics. To his credit, he has four published anthologies 

in Odia language. His poems are published in many national 

and international journals. Twice he has represented 

Odisha Sahitya Academy as an honorary member. 
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OMEN 

My mother was a cancer patient. I understood she did not 

want to live. I reasoned with her, explaining that death is 

not in our hands… we have to live out our time on earth, 

the best we can, without compromising on our principles... 

It was a traumatic time for everyone around... She refused 

treatment, against doctor’s advice, and wished to stay 

home. 

We had to cajole her into taking chemotherapy and all, for 

our sake. 

I even did a novena asking the Lord to end her misery... 

One night, I had a dream. I saw a number on a stone tablet. 

It was a lightning flash like vision. 
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I couldn’t sleep. In the end, I got up and wrote down the 

number that I had seen. Was it 631990, 931990,361990, 

661990 or 961990, 691990 or 991990?! 

What did the numbers mean?! 

And then it struck me! Oh my God! They were dates of the 

year 1990! 

I dare not share this omen with anyone... 

Right from March, 1990, I was on tenterhooks... 

I was trying to spend as much time, as I could with my 

parents. I was trying to cook her favourite dishes, so she 

would relish eating... She had become frail and thin… 

March to June I was tensed as ever. 

Sixth of September dawned… I met her in the afternoon, 

and came home. I was glad there was only the 9th of 

September to worry about… Mom looked okay to me, that 

day… 

Right at 9pm, Papa called saying she just passed away, 

peacefully... 

So, the omen, proved itself right… 

I still shudder thinking of that dream, sign, vision that I 

had… Why me?! The question is unanswered as yet… 
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Pratima Apte: She is a poet residing in Pune, India. She is a 

homemaker and a grandmother! She used to write 

sporadically in the Pune edition's Women's page of the 

Indian Express. She loves reading and writing, and words 

are her world.  
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BEST FRIEND 

I met you as a stranger 

Chose you as my best friend 

Your smiling face that glitter 

Brighten my heart so sweeter 

Love at first sight sprout out 

Grew it as a tree of sweet fruits 

When we are together 

Stick like a sweet glue 
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No one can set us apart 

Hope our friendship last forever. 

 

Praveen Ranjit: He is a creative writer who gets inspiration 

from nature to social issues and enjoys writing poems on 

love, life, compassion, happiness, human relations nature’s 

beauty etc. At a very young age he developed his writing 

skills, published poems in various anthologies and 

periodicals and received many awards of excellence. He 

was a professor in the Department of Commerce, St. 

Albert’s college, Kochi, Kerala from 1981 to 2014. 
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I AM 

Yes, I am that tireless river 

That flows freely through the whole time 

Without knowing her final destination.  

 

Yes, I am that old tree with bare branches  

who stands alone with pride,  
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in rain and sunshine  

in the dense forest . 

 

Yes, I am that little bird  

who sings in her mellifluous voice  

For no reason,  

Years to years, 

Through the dusty summer, or cold winter.  
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Preety Bora: Hailing from a beautiful state ‘Assam’ (India), 

the poetess, Mrs Preety Bora started writing from her 

college days. She lives in a city called Golaghat with her 

family. Nature inspires her to write poetry. She writes in 

both languages: in English and in Assamese (her mother 

tongue). Her poems have been published in various 

anthologies and magazines in India and in foreign 

countries. 
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DEWDROPS & INQUILAB 

Jo in jhulasti ummeedon par aab-e-khalaas bankar 

barsenge 

Kisi din to falak-e-zulm par woh abr-e-inqilab chhaenge 

 

My sorrows are scattered, like dewdrops on petals 

At dawn doomed to vanish, like dewdrops on petals 

 

Jo zaalimon ke in kaazib meenaron ko baha le jayenge 

Kisi din to woh ashk-e-mulazim ek azeem sailaab banenge 
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My ghazals shall outlive me feeding many loves, 

Even though I perish, like dewdrops on petals 

 

Jo bekas soonepan ko bikhraakar subah ki zau le ayenge 

Kisi din to woh ummeeden khaak se uthkar aasmaan ko 

chhooenge 

 

My pleadings to you are just words written on sand, 

Which the waves shall vanquish, like dewdrops on petals 

 

Jo is diyaar-e-khwaar ko daulat-o-khair se phir aabaad 

karenge 

Kisi din to khushiyon ke woh behisaab auqaat laut ayenge 

 

It may seem my love is cursed to be forgotten, 

That no one will cherish, like dewdrops on petals 
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Jo mehkoomon ke sapnon ko jamhooriyat ka naam 

dilaayenge 

Kisi din to khaanehbadosh rajaa' ke najm timtimaayenge 

 

You may burn my ghazals, my love shall not die, 

though I 'Wanderer' perish, like dewdrops on petals 

 

Raamesh Gowri Raghavan: I am a writer residing in Thane, 

India. I work as freelance copywriter. I have contributed to 

various anthologies. I have also published poems in many 

magazines and poetry anthologies. I was felicitated at 

Amaravati Poetic Prism 2016 for writing poems in 11 

different languages. 
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NOT BLEEDING, STILL WOUNDS THEY ARE 

Not bleeding, still wounds they are. 

Somewhere, in your heart, sticking, 

Why somewhere, mostly in most parts, 

Gnawing and annoying like wintry chill; 

 

You come out of its creepy wound cuts, 

You tend to forget the outcome, self 

 donned in n gentler garb, even while 

 the slings and arrows  pierce your 
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forgetting orb, giving a nod, a cool pass off. 

Hectic days and sleepless nights in their own 

world taking you along their wingless poesy 

Only recourse and remedy you dwell in. 

 

A god given boon and bliss you cherish 

Wishing for the same your life’s journey 

Soothing your wounds in a calm flow 

 Still the wounds not bleeding, yet 

 

 Pain hanging your vestige with 

Time’s coin rolling on and on 

Wounds get slow healed their pace 

Still wounds they are, not bleeding. 

 

Only recourse and remedy you dwell in poesy 

While peace serenades your body and mood; 
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Radhamani Sarma: She is as student of Ethiraj college, 

Chennai. She specialized in the plays of W.H. Auden for her 

doctoral thesis from the University of Madras. She obtained 

PGDTE from CIEFL from Hyderabad. She served in 

Pachaiyappa's college and is a retired professor of English 

with 31 years of teaching experience. She has published 

four books of poems and one book of short stories. She is 

widely published in various anthologies and is a reviewer 

and critic. 

Her blogs:  

pearlradhe.blogspot.in 

pearlradfhe.wordpressf.com 
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PAST IS PAST 

Past is not a place to revisit. 

Past is not a phase to re-live. 

Past is not a page to rewrite. 

 

Past is just past; 

 

the slippery sand that slips dryly 

From between the fingers, 
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and is lost. 

It makes you first 

 

and then un-makes. 

What time gives first, 

 

it later takes. 

So, years of careless days 

 

now lost, 

 

were baits you 

swallowed greedily, 

 

fast, unmindful of the cost. 
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Rajnish Mishra: He is a poet, writer, translator and blogger 

born and brought up in Varanasi, India. He is the editor of 

PPP E-zine, a poetry e-zine. He has a blog on poetry, poetics 

and aesthetic pleasure. 

https:/poetrypoeticspleasure.wordpress.com 
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BUTTERFLY ON MY NOSE 

I can wield the racket 

In both of my hands for hours long; 

I'm a tennis player of repute, 

But I cannot chase a butterfly, looking 

Pretty on my nose sitting oblong; 
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Nature is my beauty parlour from where 

I draw fresh lease of life daily; 

Cool breezes hold the softest brush 

To rub my cheeks with the gentle swing; 

I wear the crown of beautiful flowers, 

And the colourful, charming butterfly, 

Casually adorn my nose as bejewelled nose-ring, 

Making me feel that I too can 

Flutter my wings and fly in the sky; 

 

I can thrash the ball with brutal force, 

That sends the shivers down the spine of 

My fiercest foes on lovely courts, yet 

I feel helpless and my eyes are closed, 

To have a glimpse of this winged 

 Creature hovering around my nose in 

Search of cool place for afternoon siesta, 
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Giving some space to my body clock 

To get it again set and reset; 

 

How much I detest the Umpire's call, 

Urging me to come back on the court, 

Out of my brief yet coveted reverie! 
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Rakesh Chandra: Mr Rakesh Chandra is a retired civil 

servant. He is currently pursuing his PhD in Law from 

Lucknow University. He has two published collections of 

poems, titled ‘Moon is Black’ and ‘Circle Of Life’. He also 

has one collection of Hindi poems. His English poems have 

found place in different poetry journals and newspapers’ 

literary supplements. He also has authored two books on 

Law. 
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https://www.amazon.com/Shriek-Other-Spooky-Tales-

Ramendra-ebook/dp/B08WRHJ6CS 

EXCERPT FROM SHRIEK AND OTHER SPOOKY TALES 

Published by Readomania on Amazon Kindle 

Price Rs. 149/- 

Number of pages 98 

Amit felt a tiny prickle of fear crawling up his spine. On the 

screen was a boy his age walking along a dark and lonely 

road. 

https://www.amazon.com/Shriek-Other-Spooky-Tales-Ramendra-ebook/dp/B08WRHJ6CS
https://www.amazon.com/Shriek-Other-Spooky-Tales-Ramendra-ebook/dp/B08WRHJ6CS
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Suddenly from the shadows appeared a figure. Except for a 

bright red scarf around its neck, it was clad completely in 

black.   The shadow began closing in on the boy. Amit felt 

an imminent sense of danger. He found his hands were 

clammy and his heart was thudding like mad. He wanted to 

shout a warning to the boy who was walking completely 

oblivious to everything. The shadow raised its arm. In its 

hand was a steel knife, which was dripping blood. The 

shadow lunged forward and at that instant the boy turned. 

His face filled up the screen and Amit screamed! It was he - 

Amit looking out from the screen, his face pale as death 

and his eyes filled with unspeakable terror… 

*** 

“Amit….. wake up…”   He opened his eyes to find Vishaal 

staring at him. 

 “What’s up, Amit? Why are you looking so terrified?” 

Amit told him about Shriek. 

“Hey, come on Amit, you have got obsessed with an 

imaginary idea which is morphing into a nightmare.   

Amit kept quiet. Suddenly he looked down and his face lost 

its colour. 

“What happened,” Vishaal asked. 
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“If all that I saw was a …..n….nightmare w…where did 

this…this thing come from?” Amit said his body trembling 

and beads of sweat appearing on his forehead. 

Vishaal looked down at the floor. Lying on the ground was a 

bright red scarf. 

As the two friends stared at each other suddenly the TV 

screen came alive and the words “Shriek – The terror only 

you can feel” filled it up… 

 

Ramendra Kumar: Ramen is a writer by passion and a 

narcissist by obsession. He has 27 books to his name, 

almost as many awards and translations into several Indian 

and foreign languages. A popular story teller and mentor he 

is working as Chief of Communications, Rourkela Steel 

Plant. He has a page devoted to him on Wikipedia and his 

website is www.ramendra.in 
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GHAZAL-10 

A tiny spark flared into a bright flame at eventide, 

The wind- kissed fire crimson and warm became at 

eventide. 

 

Some tangible feelings sprouted silently sans the earth— 

Like air in the blaze pumping life—without name—at 

eventide. 

 

The continnum of ether turned into red roses— 

Susurrating like a soft silk love came at eventide! 
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The avenue of heart was aglow with saffron colour, 

Amazed, the autumn sky smiled like a dame at eventide. 

 

Now the tangerine wind becomes violet like garnet, 

Time, Ranjana, can't ever be the same at eventide! 

   

Ranjana Sharan Sinha: She is a poet, author and professor. 

She has been honoured with a number of awards from 

prestigious educational and cultural institutions for her 

contribution to literature. She received accolade from the 

former President of India, A.P.J.Abdul Kalam, for her poem 

'Mother Nature'. Her poems have been prescribed at 

postgraduate level. She has authored and published 09 

books in different genres and 51 research papers. Her 

poems, short stories, and articles have been published at 
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national and international levels in highly-acclaimed dailies, 

magazines, e-zines, archives and journals. She is associated 

with many global poetry groups and literary organizations 

and is one of the editors of Our Poetry Archive( OPA). 
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ENTRAPMENT 

'This is the latest' said the old man 

Swaggering In his late eighties 

'this is perhaps the saving grace, the new brace 

I began wearing on my body lately' 

He said despondently. 

What to do? Back is aching! 
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Knee caps on both his knees 

Are holding his legs, hardly at ease. 

 

Tall, straight, light-eyed and handsome 

Was he, once upon a time 

and almost louche in his bearing. 

Now, shoulders drooping and wearing, 

With bags below his sunken eyes 

He is a pale shadow of his former self. 

Even his memory frequently switches on and off.. 

He habitually places his hands on his neck 

To check if his neck band is in place 

Walking stick is his third leg to balance the base! 

His 'denture set' is wearing thin and needs a change 

His powered eye glasses with smudges on edges 

Shifting on his nose bridge have surely seen better days. 

He is not certain if his voice has become harsh 

It may not sound hoarse but is surely more than coarse! 
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His friend of long standing, but much younger than him 

Made bold to ask him one day 

'Which of your entrapments is most troublesome'? 

The old man replied with a rare nonchalance 

"My Age" of course! 

 

Ravi Ranganathan: He is a writer, Poet and critic. He is also 

retired banker settled in Chennai. He has to his credit three 

books of poems entitled “Lyrics of Life” and “Blade of green 

grass” and “Of Cloudless Climes”. He revels in writing his 

thought-provoking short poems called ‘ Myku’. He loves to 

write on nature, Life and human mind. His poems are 
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featured regularly in many anthologies. He has won many 

awards for his poetry .including  recognition in "Poiesis 

award for excellence" of Poiesisonline, Sahitya Gaurav 

award by Literati Cosmos Society, Mathura and’ Master of 

creative Impulse ‘award by Philosophyque Poetica. He 

contributes poems and articles regularly for weekly 

webzine “Literary Vibes” and our own monthly e-magazine 

Glomag. 
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GLASS DOORS 

I see the stubble, the frown, 

the care that wears you out 

the immense effort it takes you 

not to let your feelings show 

lest I worry about the little boy 

you push behind a gruff door 
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You see the spoilt child 

the youngest with no worldly care 

the wild-eyed tramp, the outspoken 

impolite imp, the drunk 

the trouble maker, the chink 

in your armor, the headstrong rebel 

 

The glass door between us 

Two-faced 

reveals what we want to conceal 

and clouds over 

when we try out a mask 

 

So traitorous that  

it vanishes 

when we look at it 
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Reena Prasad: Reena R's poems have been published in 

The Copperfield Review, First Literary Review-East, Angle 

Journal, Poetry Quarterly, York Literary Review, Lakeview 

International Journal, Glomag, Duane’s Poe Tree, Mad 

Swirl, etc. She is also the Destiny Poets UK’s Poet of the 

year for 2014 and one of the editors of The Significant 

Anthology released in July 2015. She was adjudged second 

in the ‘World Union Of Poets’ poetry competition, 2016 and 

won an award for poetry in 2016 As ‘You Like It 

International Poetry Contest’, commemorating the 400th 

anniversary of Shakespeare. She won the Reuel 

International Prize for poetry, 2018. 
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THE TUNER 

as the echoing strings played out, 

the tuner halted, amazed  

by the bend, 

trained ears following familiar trails, phrases  

departing time signatures, 

anticipating the sweet simplicity of it all, 

heeding the ritual of those musicians who came before, 

and offering his hands to wash, 

water pitcher and cotton towel at hand 

like fingers searching sandy beaches, 
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his eyes closed as if predicting the movement of clouds, 

the harmonic celebration of this process, 

the coming on anyhow clarity of sound 

right out here,  

ears to see 

eyes to hear 

 

Robert Feldman: Inspired by members of my hometown 

Paterson’s (New Jersey) literary tradition, most notably 

Allen Ginsberg and William Carlos Williams, I continue to 

write/publish/present my work (most recently ‘Hineni’; 

‘Sunflowers, Sutras, Wheatfields and other ArtPoems’), 

make fire paintings, and play tabla. The body of my writing 

and paintings can be accessed at: 

https://sites.google.com/site/robertfeldman23/ 

https://sites.google.com/site/robertfeldman23/
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RESTING TIME 

The moment has arrived 

When you must rest 

After flying around 

My colorful garden  

Bewitched by 

The fragrance of 

A red rose 

You want to take a nap 

Or perhaps fall asleep 

And dream about me, 

Oh, you beautiful butterfly! 
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Romeo della Valle: Born in a beautiful island named 

Quisqueya or Hispaniola and from Italian and Spanish 

parents and coming to America very young with a goal, 

mainly, to succeed in life and be happy. I am a man with a 

Vision and a clear mission: 'To spread my message of Love 

an Peace throughout the World and if my poetry can touch 

a single soul in the World, then I would gladly die leaving 

my clear footprints behind! 
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DOLLOP 

just a bit 

just a tiny bit 

just a minuscule inconsequential bit… 

a dollop really,  

something so small no one would ever miss it, 

a single flick of the spoon and there we are, 

colourful anecdotes all around us – 

steam ships down snaking mud rivers, 

the latest exploits of darling Miss Capricious, 

regaled dead men all over the sprawling painted walls, 
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the oils looking runny when lit from below; 

hours of digestion awaiting each dinner guest, 

that clouded way I refuse to chew sleepy bears out of 

hibernation – 

a slight dip at the corner of patterned plates: 

a drop, a splodge, a mere bead in the scheme 

of schemes; 

that fine wicker smoke of tapered candles 

in a limited light, 

a tuneless piano in the far corner by that mixed brick  

fireplace of mantle and hard laugh-less soot. 
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Ryan Quinn Flanagan: Ryan is a Canadian-born author 

residing in Elliot Lake, Ontario, Canada with his wife and 

many bears that rifle through his garbage. His work can be 

found both in print and online in such places as: Evergreen 

Review, The New York Quarterly, GloMag, The Poet 

Community, Red Fez, and The Oklahoma Review. 
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BLACK n WHITE 

Black: 

A time will come for people 

To realize what you have had 

In the depth of your heart 

Whether it was white as you look  

Or Is it as my outer look, 

As others say black. 
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White: 

Though I am black Inside, 

But the world gives me all privilege 

I'm being treated at first in every stage 

Then who cares what inside. 

But you could never be in my state 

At least for another thousand years, 

Though the depth of your heart is white 

I know, but it is your fate. 
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Saleem Raza (Saleem Kattuchola): He is a freelance writer 

and painter from Kerala, India, working as a Franchise 

General Manager. He writes short stories, poems and 

travelogues in various regional language magazines 

(Malayalam), periodicals with a pen name as ‘Saleem 

Kattuchola’, and used to write English poems and articles in 

International magazines and newspapers. 
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THE DICTIONARY 

I came across something today 

As it sat in the dirtiest shelf 

Of the public library I frequent, 

Looking dusty, forlorn and sorry for itself. 

 

Reached up, grabbed it, wiped off the dust 

And I made out on the faded cover 

....I....T..O..N..A..R.... 

The word 'DICTIONARY' spelt the letters. 
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I flipped through the pages and looked at the words 

As they stared back, 'derisive' and 'burgeoning'; 

I flipped again and it seemed to me that 

For my ignorance, it was me they were 'upbraiding'. 

 

And I don't know why but I borrowed it 

And didn't the night turning its pages, 

As each page gave me new words and meanings, 

Such that would stick for ages and ages. 
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Samixa Bajaj: I am a fifteen-year-old poetess residing in 

Guwahati, India. I am a student of Class 10. I am a regular 

contributor to GloMag and also have had my work 

published in the annual school magazine. I hope to be able 

to pen even better verses in days to come. 
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FULL CIRCLE 

The fiery ball of orange makes a final flourish across the 

Occident 

Before sliding into the frothy waters, gently... 

Hues of crimson bleached black, 

In a starless sky, the silver disc quivers, her curious half-

smile hidden in the canopy of clouds... 

Yellowing maple leaves dance away in the cool breeze,  

Gathering in the backyard to rest in a colourful foliage 

The rose bush springs to life with the first fresh blossom of 

the season - a bud is birthing 
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The effervescence of lemongrass from last night's 

exhausted candles lingers on in the study 

As melancholy linen curtains swing lazily 

On the desk, swirls of the morning coffee make a curious 

pattern at the base of the pink bone China mug, slightly 

chipped 

The nib of the open fountain pen has blotted over the neat 

writing on the pages of an open notebook 

Unfinished poetry, perhaps... 

The stuck gramophone record keeps repeating - 

*"Make believe I'm everywhere 

I'm hidden in the lines 

Written on the pages 

Is the answer to a neverending story" 

 

The breeze whispers sweet nothings to the sleepy coconut 

fringes 

As the old pastor drones on, 

"Ashes to ashes - Dust to dust" 
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Surfs gently receding the shore sing a lullaby to the earth 

The lazy music is now still 

Perhaps it's in this stillness that she still lives and breathes 

Through pages and pages of poetry still pregnant with 

emotions 

Through the foliage that celebrates even while wilting 

Through the rose bush that's borne its first blossom in ages 

Through the recurring music of the stuck gramophone 

record 

Who says, goodbyes can't be beautiful? 

For, the stillness too is music 

And departure a new beginning... 
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Samrudhi Dash: I am a poet, novelist, editor and 

motivational speaker, currently residing in New Delhi, India. 

I write under the pseudonym “Inara”. Along with 

contributions to over two dozen anthologies, international 

e-zines and magazines, I have published till date five solo 

poetry anthologies and three novels and conceptualised 

and edited four anthologies of different genres. My 

signature words are “Hope, Live, Believe”. I have recently 

published my third novel "Letters from A Stranger - A Life 

Changing Map", an e-book on Amazon Kindle, and figured 

in the Amazon Bestseller List at Rank 10. 
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SHARE YOUR HARVEST 

It's easy to go into a black hole 

when things are going downhill 

and disconnect from everyone  

try and go against 

your natural instinct 

reach out 

there are some wonderful 

people in your life 

they will be more than happy 
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to support you in all you do 

and don't do 

experiment with 

the way you think and  work 

be kind and loving to yourself 

indulge in the joys of living 

laugh more often 

shed your need 

for achieving more  

surrender to love 

surrender to the universe 

know that the joy is 

in sharing your harvest. 
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Sangeeta Gupta: She is a Delhi based bilingual poet, artist 

and film maker, who has served as an IRS Officer, and 

retired as Chief Commissioner of Income Tax. She has 

worked as Advisor (finance & administration) to Lalit Kala 

Akademi. She has to her credit 35 solo exhibitions of 

paintings, 25 published books, and has directed, scripted 

and shot 17documentary films. She has 14 anthologies of 

poems in Hindi and 6 in English to her credit. Song of the 

Cosmos is her creative biography. Ten of her poetry 

collections have been translated to Greek, German, 

Mandarin, English, Urdu, Bangla,Tamil and Dogri. Sangeeta 

has been adjudged as highly commended poet of the year 

2020 by Destiny Poets International community Of Poets, 

UK. 
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ABHIMANYU 

Every time you played the dice 

Designed a deadly war 

Life has witnessed your game 

And the death of young, gallant warriors! 

 

On my path you spread the thorns 

And I fought the battles all alone. 
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You crafted deadly traps with no rooms to get saved 

Still I won the battle and my glorious feathers, I waved. 

 

Your pride makes you blind 

And alas! The Truth you failed to find. 

Each time you attack and forget 

Abhimanyus are born to be killed 

But not to be defeated… 
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Sanhita Sinha: She is a native of Tripura, is a teacher, and a 

bilingual poet. Her poems have been published in different 

prestigious national and international anthologies, journals 

& magazines. Apart from writing, as an elocutionist and as 

an actor, she is actively engaged in cultural activities. Along 

with stage, she is a regular artiste of television and radio 

too. 
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THE FOLKS IN GREY 

The sky was playing host to a number of folks in 

conservative grey suits, 

somber looking and stiff-upper-lipped. 

 I watched this scene, amused. 
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Down below the palm trees swayed 

to some music, all their own. 

Unfazed by the stiff upper lips of the folks in grey, 

they swayed and swayed. 

 

An ornery looking mongoose 

frantically followed the scent of an elusive snake. 

Had it lost it? 

It scurried towards the tangle of bushes.   

Angry. 

  

The palm trees swayed a little more at this great escape. 

Up above the men soon started thunderous arguments, 

which soon cascaded down in lachrymose wrath. 

 

The mongoose lost its frowns, 

its frustration drowned under sheets and sheets of rain. 
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The earth smiled a wet smile. 

Happy. 

 

Hurrying home, I looked back to find the mongoose 

peeking out from its burrow, highly alert, 

still checking out for the snake with unabated vigour. 

  

But the palm trees kept swaying, 

unfazed by the ambitions of the mongoose, 

and the arguing folks in grey. 
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Santosh Bakaya: I am a poet, novelist, and essayist and Ted 

speaker, residing in Jaipur, India, working as a teacher. I 

have contributed to various anthologies and have also 

published novels and edited poetry/story anthologies. My 

latest novel is 'A Skyful of Balloons'. 
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Through the coloured skies of holi 

And the golden hued crackers or Diwali 

India has always shared the joy of celebration 

Welcoming everyone in their jubilation 

 

With feeding Christmas cake to neighbours and friends 

And the gurudwara langar sets the trends 

Of love, service and food 

And lifts everyone's sorrowful mood 
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The sound of the azaan in the quiet sky 

Brings so much peace I won't lie 

But Indians celebrate all festivals 

As if they owned the carnivals 

 

Above the feeling of Hindu, Muslim, Sikh and Christians 

We all are proudly Indians 

What makes us a wonderful community 

Is that we revel in unity! 
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Sara Bubber: I am Sara Bubber, holding a postgraduate 

degree in Human Development and Family Studies. Human 

beings and my love of stories came together and made me 

a storyteller! My poetry and storytelling also came together 

and made me a poetic storyteller! I write the story of my 

life through a spiritual journey and love spending my time 

in meditation and hosting webinars in my spiritual 

organisation too! 
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BEAUTY CONTESTS AND FASHION PARADES 

These programmes have  

become so common now  

Girls from all fronts are eager  

to make good money and fame above all ! 

They undergo rigorous training  

practising walking the ramp and such  

to attain the fame  and money at any cost ! 

Facials and body massages are  
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becoming popular as these are a necessity for them to 

become fair and lovely and a beautiful body chiselled to 

audience taste! 

Different types of fashionable clothes are made for them at 

their own cost  

Their aim is that big money they are going to get in the 

end! 

Unfortunately they are exploited  

By these organisers to a great extent  

promising them the sky! 

All go through great tension as to  

how to win the show at any cost! 

Some are made to wear flimsy dresses much against their 

will showing their beautiful body to all and sundry! 

No option left they undergo  

tremendous mental struggle and in the end they are paid 

pittance! 

Many undergo depression as they spent whatever they had 

just for that big  
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money and fame promised by the great 

organisers! 

 

Sarala Balachandran: I reside in Kolkata, West Bengal, with 

my family. My poems have been published in national and 

international anthologies. I am a contributing poet for 

Different Truths. I write free verses. 
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ALL THE WORLD IS A STAGE 

And the horses will gallop 

and the cows will chew the cud 

and the sheep will graze 

(while being led astray) 

and the vultures will perch 

and the rats will scurry 

and the turtles will shrink their heads 
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and the swine will bathe in their troughs 

and the skunks will spray their scent 

and the goats will gnaw on bones 

and the wolves will hunt 

and the foxes will maneuver with stealth 

and the serpents will slither 

and the salmon will swim 

and the bulls will charge 

and the frogs will hop 

and the ravens will sing their refrains 

and the owls will judge by night 

and the ants will march after sugar 

and the bees will buzz near the flowers 

and the butterflies will flutter 

 

and all the farm will play its part in kind 

as both the shepherds 

and the butchers watch over 
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Scott Thomas Outlar: He lives and writes in the suburbs 

outside of Atlanta, Georgia, USA. His work has been 

nominated for the Pushcart Prize and Best of the Net. He 

guest-edited the 2019, 2020, and 2021 Western Voices 

Editions of Setu Mag. Selections of his poetry have been 

translated into Afrikaans, Albanian, Bengali, Dutch, French, 

Italian, Kurdish, Malayalam, Persian, Serbian, and Spanish. 

He hosts a podcast, Songs of Selah, which airs weekly on 

17Numa Radio and features interviews with contemporary 

poets, artists, musicians, and health advocates. More about 

Outlar's work can be found at 17Numa.com. 
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BIRTH OF AN EMPIRE 

The trees in the forest cried with pain 

Thousand souls beyond the walls scream in pain 

 

Enemy is at the gates, the runner had said 

We are strong, we’ll hold as the walls scream in pain 

 

The brave king, sons and brothers, soldiers in arms 

We will fight to the death as the walls scream in pain 
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They fought like lions, no quarter taken or given 

The goddess of victory not smiling as the walls scream in 

pain 

 

The valour and the strength of mighty Kampili not enough 

Not enough to save the souls as the walls scream in pain 

 

The thought of loved ones, women and children 

Painful to behold if lost as the walls scream in pain 

 

Cruelty of the enemy, well known, to the ones left behind 

Anguish not worth thinking as the walls scream in pain 

 

Maybe they can be together again in another life 

The valiant men despaired as the walls scream in pain 

The ornate columns that adorned the houses yesterday 

Raw wood for the pyre today as the walls scream in pain 
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The valiant soldiers of Kampili rode out of the fort 

As the loved ones entered the fury; the walls scream in pain 

 

Tears rolled down the eyes of the brave men 

As they heard the screams of the fire; the walls scream in 

pain 

 

This will not be the end they decided as they fought in vain 

The brave souls of Kampili as the walls scream in pain 

 

The brothers, Hukka and Bukka of the four taken prisoner 

By the Sultan of Delhi as the walls scream in pain 

 

A seedling was born; one of intense desire and ambition 

Grew an empire the world would envy as the walls scream 

in pain. 
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Shankar N Kashyap: I am an artist - author, poet and 

painter residing in Newcastle upon Tyne, UK. I am a 

Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon. I have contributed to 

various anthologies, both National and International. I have 

also published 8 books so far including Medicolegal, 

Historical, Thriller as well as books on Poetry. I was 

declared “Author of the Year” on consecutive years 2017 

and 2018. 
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TREES IN WILDERNESS 

Beautiful trees of multihued colour 

Standing in unison without any rancour 

A sight which is beauteous without any comparison 

Beholden to nature as we are 

 

Calmness intermingling with pristineness 

The slow rhythm of leaves whispering 

Trees, are they sending any message 

For man to listen and salvage 
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Can there be salvation 

Beyond the borders of apathy and insouciance 

A true messenger of peacefulness and soulfulness 

Stilling the chaos created by mere mortals 

 

Shobha Warrier: I am a poet residing in Chennai. I am a 

housewife. I have contributed to a few anthologies. I have 

also published poems and also one collection of a few 

poems written by me. 
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THE SODDEN WORLD OF HYURBETTIUR 

Hyurbettiur was a man of his word, 

And the cistern filled up fast. 

There’s no one better than Hyurbettiur 

At travelling the earth full mast. 

 

Let’s cross that bridge when it comes, he said. 

And the waters roiled and railed. 

There’s more to the living than falling dead, 

Said Hyurbettiur on the day he sailed. 
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Let’s pay homage to the wily sense 

That keeps our martyrs dancing more, 

As the parched ones pray for innocence, 

Wet their whistles and open the door. 

 

Let’s pray for the soul of Hyurbettiur 

Who weathered storms on a choppy sea 

They battered his door and found him gone 

Drowned in his bathtub, all at sea. 
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Shreekumar Varma: He is a poet, novelist, and playwright 

residing in Chennai, India. He is a writer. He has contributed 

to various anthologies. He has received the R. K. Narayan 

Award for Creative Writing. 

www.shreevarma.com 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shreekumar_Varma 
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sound comes from silence 

and dissolves back into it 

 

there is silence in between thoughts 

in between words 

there is silence in between 

acts, in between gasps, 

in between lifetimes 

in between breaths.... 
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once in a while pause a bit 

pause a bit to hear this silence 

pause a bit to feel  it 

pause a bit to embrace it 

pause a bit to face  it 

for 

 

silence becomes eloquent 

when stillness is reached and 

in such spells of calmness 

the Divine Himself speaks.! 
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Sindhu Rana: I am a poet and writer residing in Jalandhar, 

Punjab (India). I have contributed to various leading 

newspapers n journals; e-zines and anthologies. I am a 

script writer and voice-over artist for documentaries. 

However reading and writing remain my first love. 
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SOMETHING I LOOK AT-158 

Adore u. 

Respect u. 

Love you. 

Accept you the way you are. 

That is all, the beginning and end,  

no story, no drama, nothing beyond  

a feeling, a beautiful feeling.  

It is love, nothing else  

Dear! U filled the vacuum in my life  

so lucidly I never had to look at  
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any other poetry. 

It is love divine all the way, 

melody unmatched and unparalleled  

U r so sweet, lovable and adorable, 

loving u is never an option but 

an obsession, a joy unlimited,  

an urge infinite, a passion undefined  

U r love and life.... 

Beyond you exists nothing  

Our relationship can anyone hardly define,  

nor do we need anyone to do it 

Its depth no one can fathom. 

Its length and breadth are beyond human comprehension. 

We know where we are in the depth of love 

where no one can reach. 

Our love is complete which makes us respect the space in 

between. 
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Smruti Ranjan Mohanty: Smruti Ranjan Mohanty, is from 

Padmapur, Jagatsingpur, Odisha. He works as Finance 

Officer in Govt of Odisha. He is a multilingual poet, essayist 

and writer whose write ups are published in newspapers 

and in more than two hundred national and international 

magazines, journals and anthologies. He writes extensively 

on life and its intricacies which are widely acclaimed. He is a 

featured poet of the PENTASI B World Friendship Poetry 

and Year of The Poet, U.S.A. His collection of poems and 

prose are published in his blogs under the heading A LOOK 

AT LIFE, SOMETHING I LOOK AT, A LOOK, THE RIVULET, 

THINK ONCE MORE, THE JOURNEY, AU THARE, AU EKA 

GAPA, SROTASWINI, JATRA, THE JOURNEY etc. 

Website-smrutiweb.wordpress.com 

smrutitanuja.blogspot.com 
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MY BELOVED 

My beloved 

Eden’s rosebuds bloom red for you 

Zion’s honeycombs drip golden for you 

the mighty cedars of Lebanon bow down for you 

the sun aflame rises every morning for you 

a star and crescent moon glow every night for you 

love-struck angels fall from heaven for you 
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and I will sacrifice my life for you 

forsake my soul for you 

for just one touch 

for just one kiss 

for just one moment inside 

your temple of every hue blue 

I would die for you 

to be born again in you 

to share Paradise with you 

my beloved 

in the garden of God 

illuminated by angel fire 

where bird and butterfly are free 

to sing and dance on the perfumed wind 

I will love you forever 

I am yours and you are mine 
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in this world and the world to come 

your beautiful name a hand tattooed upon my heart  

eternal 

 

Stefan Bohdan: Stefan Bohdan lives in Orlando, Florida 

USA. He is retired from the 

architectural/engineering/construction world. He now 

spends his time writing poems and novels. His English 

poems have been published in multiple books, anthologies, 

journals, newspapers, e-zines and translated into Persian 
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(Farsi), Arabic, Urdu, Nepali, Hindi, Bengali, Estonian, 

French, Spanish, old Japanese, Dutch, Afrikaans, Turkish, 

Italian, Malayalam, Assamese, Tamil, Bosnian-Croatian-

Serbian, Hebrew, Filipino, Hiligaynon and Kinaray-a. He also 

writes reviews for poetry books. He is internationally 

published and has collaborated with poets, translators and 

artists from around the world. He is the founder of Third 

Eye Butterfly Press. 
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ECLIPSE 

Sun ball burning out, facing for the night image. 

The news has hit front page. 

 

HIGH STEPPERS 

High Steppers who get out of their chairs. 

Have pains they don’t care. 
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REAL HEAVEN 

Real heaven doesn’t discriminate 

it lets everyone in. 

The gatekeeper welcomes with a big smile and grin. 
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BUTTERFLIES 

When butterflies start to escape and fly. 

They will start to cry. 

Their milkweed they feast on is starting to die. 

They don't have the strength to fly high. 
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Stephen Goetz: He is a poet from Lincoln City, Oregon, 

USA. He has poems published online, and is still perfecting 

writing skills. He has award certificates from Motivational 

Strips poetry group. 
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there are so many places in my body! 

 

they do not conform 

to any particular form  

 

some are long corridors 

to roam uninterrupted 
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some have seen the passage of time  

weather-beaten but well-worn  

 

some are crisp like freshly minted currency 

some have blunted with age  

 

some see light everyday 

some are dark brooding shadowy places  

 

then there's the verdant greenery 

to stroll  

there are barren patches too  

 

the rides are most attractive 

but they come with riders  
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the swing and the merry-go-round  

makes them tizzy  

 

I laugh when they feel nauseous 

there's always risk involved 

 

Many come to trek to hike  

some go off track some slip off the edge 

 

I keep the count  

registering each casualty 

 

the names keep on increasing in the log book 

still the stragglers come hoping  

 

bungee jumping para-gliding 

I offer thrill frill and lastly chills. 
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Sudeshna Mukherjee: Sudeshna Mukherjee's poems deal 

with varied human nature. A keen observer, she chronicles 

the happenings around her and writes with a tinge of 

humour. ‘Meanderings of the Mind’ and ‘Mélange’ are her 

published collections of poems. She loves 'words' and loves 

to play with them. 
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MILES AND SEASONS 

Ah! The morning is calm and serene 

like a child in deep sleep 

a few twitters and warbles 

stir the spread of hush, evoke a subtle feel 

 

Nascent dawn alights with rays of belief 

like the trickling faucet in summer 

carries a speck of hope in the pendant drops 
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puts together blissful interludes 

as day ascends and unfolds 

my soul too searches for a breather 

in the poignant miles of sweltering weather 

 

From winter to spring 

and from spring to summer 

the quaint transitions 

have bearing on my soul 

yet I embrace seasonal blooms 

and doses of gloom 

with faith, dipped in syrup of resilience 

to me, each perception pitches in something new 

shapes up the whole 

 

Seasons too meld into years 

and years lose counting 

the endless road of life continues 
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flows like a river unceasing 

wreathes plains gorges and ravines 

a few hushes here, a few pauses there... 

and some moments enchanting 

Intertwine sublimity of “keep going”. 

 

Sujata Dash: Sujata Dash is a retired banker. She is 

passionate about poetry and music. Nature remains her 

first love and she is enamoured by its beauty and 

subtleties. She is a regular contributor to anthologies 

published both nationwide and worldwide. Till now, she 

has one published anthology of poems, ‘More Than Mere’ 

(Publisher-Authorspress) to her credit. 
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EFFECT OF COVID DISASTER  

Hello Dr Nandini, 

Hello Sir,  

Where are you now? 

I am still in hospital sir.  

What happened, are you okay? 

For you were supposed to leave at the end of the day.  

Yes sir, but suddenly I am feeling breathing difficulties and 

cough, 

I rendered my service to my patients equally with my 

utmost effort 

Though the thing seemed to me very tough.  
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Oh no, perhaps to make them Covid-19 negative  

You have turned into positive.  

Feeling upset sir not for the fact that  

I might happen anything  

But for my dear and near ones who 

Have been waiting for me eagerly  

To join them and celebrate my birthday together.  

I am just speechless, hope God will be with you dear,  

No idea how many more will be taken by Covid-19 one 

after another. 
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Sujata Paul: She is a trilingual poetess residing in Tripura. 

By profession, she is a teacher. She is a Founder of Creative 

Tripura. She has published three poetry books. She has 

been published in special anthologies. .She has been 

conferred Sahitya Academy Award, 2020 by Gujrat Sahitya 

Academy in collaboration with the #MotivationalStrips, 

Literoma Nari Samman Award, 2020, Most Influential 

Women Award, 2020 by The Spirit Mania, and the Literary 

Excellence Award by Suryodaya Literary Foundation, 2020. 
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AGAIN 

Again those enamoured eyes  

Again that drizzle insane  

Again that rustling sound of leaves 

Again the communion of two poetic brains. 

 

Again that tremor in our heart, 

Again those days about to start. 
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You and me  

Hand in hand  

Let's walk again. 

 

Let's recall some thoughts  

Let's recall those days  

Let’s recall what two hearts once intensely said. 

 

Let's cherish those moments again  

When a deluge would run into our vein. 

 

Forgetting all odds  

Let's kindle some unforgettable thought, 

We will not depart again, 

It's my pledge to God. 
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Sumana Bhattacharjee: She is a bilingual poetry writer 

from India. She born and brought up in city Kolkata in a 

family of teachers. She has keen interest in music, poetry 

and drama and she loves every form of fine arts. She has 

done master degree in English Literature and Hons in 

Bengali literature. She is a published poet and her poems 

have been published more than twenty national and 

international anthologies, magazines and blogs. She is the 

founder of an online poetry group and a member of World 

Union Of poets. She is very passionate about poetry and 

she thinks poetry is the best way to express your thought. 
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https://images.app.goo.gl/cdr5UicaeuJEnqDj7 

 
 

GLOW WORMS 

Glow-worms often 

Hovering in darkness 

Signal dark thoughts in my mind. 

 

A smouldering in the stomach 

ches! 

 

Vibration in the air raises 

A tantrik melody!! 

https://images.app.goo.gl/cdr5UicaeuJEnqDj7
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The dim shimmering halo 

Of the glow worms flying wings 

Whispers pungent memories into my heart 

Your shadow falls on the carpet of  

Dry autumn leaves under the tree. 

 

Memories of your glowing eyes peering at mine 

And the sweet touch of your fingers inside mine 

Ripples inside my bleeding heart. 

 

I peer again at the swarm of  

Glow worms 

Teeming around the rose bushes 

 An octave of weeping bellows inside 

Like the receding waves lapping on the shore, 
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The teeming light 

Of the glow worms 

Reminds me of the darkness 

Where your footprints melted  

In emptiness  

While I was lighting a diya in the temple to ward off the 

evils in dark. 
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Sumitra Mishra: Major Dr. Mrs. Sumitra Mishra is a 
Professor of English who retired as the Principal, 
Government Women’s College, Sambalpur, Odisha. She has 
also worked as an Associate N.C.C. Officer in the Girls’ 
Wing. She is a life member of the Odisha Lekhika Sansad 
and the Sub-editor of a magazine titled “Smruti Santwona”. 
Her poems and short stories in both English and Odia are 
widely published in literary magazines and e-zines. To her 
credit she has twelve published books; four collections of 
poetry in English. She lives in Bhubaneswar with her family. 
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MONSTERS UNDER MY BED 

At five the beanstalk gave way, the ogre devoured Jack 

And when Carrol sent me down the rabbit hole 

It was dark, slippery, smelly, mossy and cold 

The Grimm Brothers entertained as did Anderson 

but just as terrified as I was of pirates , sent by Stevenson 

was I of the wicked witch, whether I was Gretel or Hanzel 

I would get the heebie jeebies, reasons all round 

demons, ghouls, monsters in every shadow were found . 
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At fifteen, the worst demon crawled out 

from under the bed into the mirror 

A sunburnt, gangly geek gaped back, seeking validation 

of high school results. Am I really first in the board!!! 

Stage performances, gastronomic butterflies 

sucked nectar as each torn petal whispered….. 

Does he…does he not? Does he…does he not? 

 

The kisses of Brutus’ and Judas’ stabbing my side 

wrenching my gut, drilling black holes in the mind 

Draculas bleeding me white, their thirst never slaked 

misery surfaced, as honey tipped venomous tongues 

licked my grey cells, while a smile I faked. 

Hitting rock bottom was no blunder 

nowhere to go except upwards 

and rise, for you can’t go any further under. 
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Fifty was a tough tutor as light finally dawned 

everything under was always on the bed 

made home in the subconscious head. 

Stumbled and fumbled, my thoughts totally jumbled 

carved inroads, exorcised garbage of fears and tears 

brandishing Excalibur overhead, 

tasted victory wherever I tread. 
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Sunil Kaushal: I am a poet-writer residing in Pune, India. I 

am a retired gynecologist now working as a writer having 

contributed to more than 25 National and International 

anthologies. I have published my memoirs recently. Besides 

several other awards over the years, I was awarded the 

Literoma Women Achiever’s Award, 2019. I have received 

the the Nissim award for 'exquisite prose' from TSL in 2020. 
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HI! 

The plucked-out flowers looked yellow and shrunk. 

Dead! 

Not again! 

The domestic sighed. She dusted off the wooden table 

and poured a glass of water into the crystal bowl, chipped 

at the edge. 

The hot wind roared and walked lonely outside. 

After finishing the chores, the girl-child bent a  

lingering look at the petals, carefully arranged. 

“Hi!” the flowers exclaimed, rejuvenated, and, in a playful  
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mood. 

“Hi!” replied the tired girl-child, frail but now refreshed by 

the 

cheerful sight! 

She waved at the floating pearls of pink, red and white and 

went out  

humming, for another lazy home, with dying flowers. 
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Sunil Sharma: Sunil Sharma, a writer-freelance-academic 

from Mumbai, India, has published 22 books, solo and joint. 

He edits Setu: http://www.setumag.com/p/setu-

home.html 

Please visit for details: 

website: http://www.drsunilsharma.blogspot.in/ 
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I dive deep into the ocean 

deeper and deeper 

the waters wash away every sign of me 

I am now the water 

the water is me 

as for me? 

I am nowhere 
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Sunita Singh: She is a bi-lingual poet and writer, writing in 

English and Hindi. Her poems feature in Indian and 

International Anthologies and e-magazines. Many of her 

poems have won awards on on-line forums like Kaafiya, 

Poetry Planet, The Significant League etc. A few of her Hindi 

poems have also been turned into lyrics for private albums. 

She is an active member of Katha Kathan, a forum for 

reviving Indian languages. She lives in Delhi and is fond of 

travelling, music, reading. She finds inspiration from nature. 
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THE ONLOOKER 

That window overlooked a slice of life 

Roads and people 

Carrying on 

Moving on 

She would be combing her flowing strands 

Gazing beyond lonely stars 

Where mingled 

Hopes with illusions… 
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A little boy 

Climbs the grills 

Beckons strangers 

And life… 

While a mysterious creeper 

Twines and binds 

Waves and shades 

Fragrant 

Evergreen… 
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Supatra Sen: Dr. Supatra Sen, Associate Professor is a 

veteran academician, teaching and researching in the fields 

of Botany and Environment. Her international books, 

papers and reviews are chiefly in her professional field. Of 

late her poetries have been published in Setu, Muse India, 

Inkspire, Indus Woman Writing, Café Dissensus, Literary 

Yard, Indian Periodical, Tech-Touch Talk, Glomag, Ode to a 

Poetess, Bombay Duck, Story Mirror and others. She is also 

the founder and Chief Editor of an ISSN peer-reviewed 

multi-disciplinary academic journal ‘Harvest’ since 2016. 
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Watercolor painting by Suzette Portes San Jose 

AWAITING THE SPRING... 

I have long been isolated in the cold shadow of my past. 

Frozen in the winter breeze of my pains and sorrows. I 

stayed, stood still in the passing moments of my days. Lost 

myself among the darkness and loneliness on my own. The 

whirling of my world keeps me in a prison alone, locked my 

every thought, my words are never heard and spoken. 

Silenced in my world alone I grow pale and frail till I fall. I 

lay down on the ground shattered and slumbered, My body 

stiffening cold and numbed...for a while, my mind 

pondered upon the days of living a life that I thought would 

never fail me in my dreams and my world of passion. But 

fate isn't the will that we create in the wonders of our 
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minds. I closed my eyes tight holding those moments I love 

so much. Yet like smoke, it slowly vanished into the misty 

valley of my memories. I only have my broken pieces of self 

and forsaken sights. I keep my head high with my eyes 

upon the sky. I gave a shunt on a lone star. and it winks 

with a fading glow to twinkle me a goodbye. 

Like stale frozen water of winter, I laid motionless with a 

lingering thought "will I see that lone star again". The 

thought I kept in my mind that awakens me to seek the 

warmth... to tow away my frozen heart and live again 

without refrain. Then from the whistling gusty winds, with 

the cold wheezing, it whispers to me... "till the springtime" I 

sigh with a glow of hope that opens the gate of clouds in 

heavens high. A ray of light that embraced me with warmth 

to living again... live once more within spirit and soul...with 

love in the heart...waiting for my lone star...in destined 

hope... 

I will be standing here in time ...Awaiting the Spring 
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Suzette Portes San Jose: She was born and raised in Cebu 

City, Philippines. She was born with a passion for writing 

and living in her art forms. She now has joined 23 book 

anthologies internationally. She is also a recipient of 

multiple awards for her ART works and Literary works. She 

also founded her own Poetry Group of artists and poets 

writing Ekphrastic Poetry. She is also a founder of Artist 

Kids charity project all for free. She is also a Publisher and is 

now publishing her own book along with other book 

anthologies of her group. 
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DANCE 

Life invited her to dance, but she hesitated. 

Maybe she had forgotten how to do it? 

Life was an impatient lover and wanted to dance with her 

immediately 

 

A graceful tango, a slow waltz or a happy swing 

She wasn’t ready, not at all prepared for the twists and 

turns 

Long time no see... 

She doubted herself,  

did she look beautiful in the dress - 
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where the shoes polished and pretty? 

She felt confused by her own thoughts 

and resistance, but the music seduced her 

suddenly she hit the dance floor. 

She moved eagerly and happy to the music 

Dance, said the life 

and she danced like never before! 
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Svanhild Løvli: She is a bilingual poetess, currently living in 

Gjøvik, NORWAY. She is an avid photographer and loves to 

draw. She is concerned with nature conservation, women's 

rights and family life. She regularly publishes in GloMag. 

She contributed in "Voice of Aspirants", Poetry Planet, and 

Galaktika Poetike Atunis Magazine. She is admin in Global 

Literary Society. She is member of several poetry groups. 
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HOPE 

The verdancy has been lost; only the enamelled layer 

Is inviting the faint sun rays of afternoon for last gleam. 

The last remains of plodding life is searching for a pair 

Amidst the nascent current meant for the millstream. 

 

The sun won’t be sportive to her for bringing more pink. 

The morning breeze won’t touch to meliorate her bloom. 

The cuckoos won’t sing to change her moments of swink. 

Only the clock is ticking as if, to invite her day of doom. 
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But, there’s something to replenish the meadow with its 

pride. 

Her golden days of youthfulness is not a matter of past. 

The scorching rays have made her everything dangling and 

wide; 

Yet, it’s not her time to anticipate the company of dust. 

 

The jutting sprouts of a new variety are waiting on the 

surface  

To bring a new verdure in her and to offer her renewed 

grace.  
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Swapan Kumar Rakshit: He is an Indian poet who lives in 

Bankura, West Bengal. He teaches physics for his 

professional needs. However, he prefers to write poems, 

especially sonnets. He wants to be acquainted with the 

universal mind through poetry. 
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FAREWELL 

And so she left, 

For good or for bad 

I am yet to decide. 

After much planning,  

She had landed in our house 

and filled up the empty space  

with her looming, brooding presence.  

Ever accommodating, ever strong, 
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she fulfilled all our needs. 

Though not much of a looker, 

she justified her presence  

and stood by us  

for seventeen long years 

filled with ups and downs. 

And today, she decided 

to make her presence felt 

in another empty space, 

in another needy house. 

She was our companion  

of long lost years and 

now a part of our memory.  

Oh! how I will miss 

My golden brown almirah!! 
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Uma Agarwal Bajaj: I am a Company Secretary by 

qualification and a homemaker by choice. Born and 

brought up in the City of Joy, I now happily live in the 

Gateway to the North East (Guwahati). Having been 

married for the last 20 years, I was so busy with my family 

life that I never thought I could express my thoughts on 

paper, a discovery I chanced upon about 5 years back. I 

write in both English and Hindi. I am now trying to set up a 

small venture too. God willing!! 
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REBIRTH 

On my walk through winding, 

unfrequented lanes, 

the air is still, 

the sun not wholly ineffectual, 

my path firm 

 ************************ 

A meagre snowfall makes lace of the land; 

birds in their branches keeps mute vigil 

Nature, 
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half in mourning, 

wears a grey mantle 

and sighs in the trees 

 ************************ 

The sun will soon become an early riser 

And grey skies will go into storage 

A living silence will issue a mumble 

from hedge and shrub  

From high in the trees sociable conversation of song, 

will fill this very air, 

with the humming of rebirth 

************************ 
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Val Smit: VaL Smit is a South African artist and poet based 

in Cape Town. She writes ekphrastic poetry per artwork 

created and uses various media in portraying images that 

she feels fitting to deliver the message of the words she 

pens down. She focuses on the inner turmoil experienced 

by our disconnectedness from nature and each other. Her 

work has been published in various online journals 

including GloMag India, The Chachalaca Review, The West 

Review, The Raconteur Review, Literary Garland and 

Valiant Scribe. 
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I AM A MANDALA 

I am a mandala, a Kalachakra, a cosmogram, 

An esoteric resonance of the micro and macro, 

A meditative connection of the skin and the subtle— 

The Mooladhara and the Ajna— 

The tantric framework of the pranic body 

Built with layers of intricate repetitive designs 

Of karma and moksha, creation and destruction, 

The realms of wisdom building at every layer, 

Choosing to fill the spaces 
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Not with the jarring patterns of angst and agony 

The mandala to waste away, putrefied and virulent, 

But with the ethereal flow of peace and love 

The mandala to live, purified and vibrant, 

And as the dimensions extend outward 

To cause a harmonious balance with the Universe, 

I, a mandala, a Kalachakra, a cosmogram 

Radiate as a mantra my glowing form. 

Footnotes: 

Kalachakra, cosmogram: other names for a mandala 

Mooladhara, Ajna: Chakras or energy points in the subtle body. 

Mooladhara is the base chakra and Ajna is the third eye or awareness 

chakra 

tantric: related to mantras, meditation, yoga, and ritual 

pranic body: subtle body that gives life to our physical body through breath 
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Vidya Shankar: I am a widely published Indian poet, writer, 

English teacher, a “book” in the Human Library, and an 

editor with Kavya-Adisakrit (an imprint of Adisakrit 

Publishing House). The author of two poetry books, The 

Flautist of Brindaranyam (in collaboration with my 

photographer husband, Shankar Ramakrishnan), and The 

Rise of Yogamaya, I have received several literary awards 

and recognitions. I find meaning to my life through yoga 

and mandalas. 
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SHE WAS ONLY WALKING HOME 

(For Sarah Everard) 

Walking home, masked, from her friend’s flat 

Through a large and silent park 

Into a builder’s bag: beautiful, she was recognized 
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By her non-judgmental dental records— 

But many appear appalled and devastated 

As if something this absurd had not been  

 

Heard or seen before, unless in a play by Ionesco: 

Claudia. Blessing. Bibaa. Nicole: 

“You are currently offline. Refresh.” 

 

Truth is in custody: 

Light a thousand mourning candles, or even one 

Handcuff your vigils and your own— 

 

“She was only walking home”: 

The streets are always safe at night 

For predators. 
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Vijay Nair: I retired as an Associate Professor of English and 

I was awarded the Reuel International Prize for Writing & 

Literature in the year 2016. I was the ‘Critic of the Year’ in 

2016, 2017 & 2018 at Destiny Poets, UK and was also 

adjudged the ‘Poet of the Year’ in 2018 by the same poetry 

group. Three of my poems have been included in the PG 

syllabus of BBMK University, Dhanbad. 
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AMMA 

I hadn't cried as much as I thought I would 

The paperwork at the hospital 

The arrangements for her cremation 

So much to think about 

So much to do 
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Crying was something I could not then do 

Now... 

I weep when I think of her so I'm careful not to 

Then that lump in my throat aches and aches and aches 

She who taught me to talk, to walk, to live 

She who taught me the magic of words 

Gone 

I wonder at what life is 

I have known her goodness and purity 

Her intelligence, grace and compassion 

Observed her not as a daughter 

But as an other 

And if goodness is to be rewarded, Amma shouldn't have 

suffered 

At all 

She ought to have left like daddy 

Quickly, in the blink of an eye 

But she didn't 

Two months of packed pain 
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And two gradual years before that 

Yet her faith stood immovable like the mountains 

Only that existed 

Some nights I see her in my dreams  

Her resilience, calmness remain 

She was/is light 
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SONNET 61 

I remember I had been there many a time 

Before that old, deserted palace near my hut  

Housing the laughs and cries of the queen 

Summons cruel of icy death handed down 

The king seated in glory destined to vapour  

The shrill noise from hollow honour bestowed  

Sighs deep and joys real of the abject subjects  

Years of repression of rightful heirs and profits 

Times have changed and they are lost now  

Deep in the abyss of time never to return 

Looking at kings and subjects alike and scorns 
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The hands that ruled and the hearts that hated 

Those that should have been loved with care 

Remember time is a ruler with no one to fear. 
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ciao!  

 

 

 

 

 


